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Hi,
We would like to w elcom e you to the C ollege of Wooster! You
have probably noticed the Sweepstakes theme that we have been
using for the Directory. Explanation? — to emphasize the many ways
to “
WIN”at Wooster — not cash — but through academics, athletics
and activities. We have had a lot of fun (and stress) putting this direc
tory together. We hope you will enjoy it!!
We want to extend special thanks to Greg Rumburg for his time
in helping us with the book. Thanks, also, to Kathy Sabol, Rick
Devine, Karen Anderson and especially the nice folks at Collier
Printing!
Devi Nadaraju ’
90
Brian Yocum ’
91
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C h eer on the W o o ster Fun!
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HOW NOT TO LOOK LIKE A
FIRST YEAR STUDENT
DO:

Carry your backpack on one shoulder
M emorize your schedule
Pronounce Beall Avenue as Bell Avenue
Pronounce Bever Street as Beaver Street
Ask your favorite administrator out to lunch
Read your S c o t’s Key
Question the architecture o f McGaw Chapel
Smile and wave at the Lowry front desk attendant
Recycle. It’
s cool.
Familiarize yourself with the Kauke arch snow tradition

DON’
T:

Carry ALL your books to class
Drop a tray in Lowry dining hall
Carry your campus map with you
Carry a purse
Walk in groups o f seven or more
Expect snow days
Expect it to stop raining
Let anyone know you ’
ve been reading your S c o t’s Key
Walk out o f the library with books that have not been
checked out
Believe everything upperclass students tell you
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Best friends of The Class of ’
92 don’
t know
She doesn ’
t know that I know she doesn ’
t know.
I have often considered studying in a Japanese Buddhist Monastery.
I have this great recipe for Fettuccine Cabonara. It’
s the only thing I can cook
besides tossed salad.
I wear green underwear on Thursdays.
I
I
I
I
I

actually enjoy shows like “
Knight Rider”
,“
Misfits of S cien ce”and “
MacGyver”
.
kind of like country music.
g o out with my best friend’
s girlfriend.
didn’
t wear socks to my senior prom or to graduation.
could tell you, but then I’
d have to kill you.

My greatest desire is to ow n an island with all of its citizens in the 100% tax bracket.
I can only swim in circles.
I eat chocolate bunnies head first.
I saw Barry Manilow in concert on ce and even had a g o o d time.
My best friend has an IQ of 10. There are a lot of things he doesn ’
t know.
I really dig Nat “
King”Cole.
I on ce fed my brother an earthworm.
I have 3kg. of milk chocolate with nuts hidden under my bed.
I hate breakfast cereal.
I can ’
t fall asleep with my closet d oor open.
I really don ’
t like pickles with peanut butter.
I’
m actually Frank Purdue’
s (Purdue Chicken) granddaughter and Juan V aldez’
s niece!
I sleep with my eyes open.
I want to have a Mohawk just for a day.
I know every line to the m ovie “
F letch”
.
I’
m really not as super talented as I let on. (Thanks for the m odesty - ED)
I som etim es catch myself talking to myself.
I think that he’
s a m aggot of the first order.
I sleep in the raw.
I yearn for “
Down U nder”
.
I don ’
t like her.
I can ’
t stand the color yellow.
I dance to the radio when no one is looking.
I have answering Mequinaphobia.
I like to skinny dip at night.
I collect clothes tags.
I never liked Hemingway.
I don ’
t really dislike women.
I like to build houses and spaceships with Legos.
I’
ll actually miss my family while at college - even my sisters!
I really own a Porsche.
I’
m a popcorn addict.
Why would I tell perfect strangers som ething my best friend d oesn ’
t know.
My nickname is Beano.
My secret desire is to be the jockey of the Kentucky Derby - winning horse.
My favorite m ovie is “
It’
s A Wonderful L ife”
.
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Alex Haight
Manchester, NH
Derryfield Sch ool
Anything except g o to the
opera, do ballet, watch golf,
shop, paint houses, work,
play the violin, study, or go
to a hot, crowded mall.

Aaron Becker
Jeromesville, OH
Hillsdale HS
In my spare time I enjoy
hunting or just target and
trap shooting. My favorite
sport is volleyball and I en
joy drama and acting.

Aiissa Kulow (Allie)
Lakewood, OH
Lakewood HS
I su p p ose my name m akes
m e an individual. I’ve only
met one other with my
name, and sh e spelled it
wrong! No one pronounces
it right, either, so I g o by
Allie!

Alan Pohoryles
Bethesda, MD
Sandy Springs Friends
School
I love to play sports and
swim whenever I have free
time, or just to hang out
with friends. I feel that my
ability to make my own
decisions and to be alone
with myself make m e an
individual.

Allen Lincoln
Princeton, NJ
Stony Brook Sch ool
I like to play soccer, paint,
photography, play soccer,
b e with friends, play soccer,
make new friends, play s o c 
cer, organize fun activites,
play pranks and spend time
with my Lord. The color of
my left nostril m akes m e an
individual.

Alex Benchimol
Phoenix, AZ
Sunnyslope HS
Sleep, read, drive around
Phoenix late at night, listen
to CD's, g o to quality films
and discu ss world pro
blem s to anybody who’s
willing to listen to my pom 
pou s theories. Oh yea, I've
got a pretty obscu re sen se
of humor!

Amy Christner
Worthington, OH
Worthington HS
I enjoy water skiing and
swimming, cam ping and
boating, and having a good
time!
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Amy Dana
Norton, OH
Norton HS
I like to dan ce (tap, jazz,
ballet), read, sleep, listen to
ALL kinds of music, goof
around with friends and
watch the sunset. My
friends tell m e I’m an in
dividual b eca u se of my
smile, talents, and will
ingness to com m unicate
and work things out.

Amy M. Spicer
Hanover, NH
Hanover HS
In my spare time I play the
cello, read - especially
rom ance novels, and ski
(snow and water). I am the
captain of the w om en’s ice
hockey team. I lived in
England and France for a
total of 3 years.

Amy Hollander
Dunkirk, NY
Dunkirk HS
I'm into journalism and
other usual social activities
such a s m ovies and
dances but I look forward
to trying new things. My in
dividuality is my desire to
be m e - whatever that per
son turns out to be.

Amy Vander Kooi
Akron, OH
Revere HS
I enjoy going out with and
talking to my friends,
reading a good book or just
spending som e time
relaxing.

Amy J o Loser
Elizabethtown, PA
Elizabethtown Area HS
In my spare time I like to
eat bagels, play basketball
and tennis, listen to Pink
Floyd, R.E.M. and U2 or
else lay around and laugh.

Andrea H ess
Orrville, OH
Orrville HS
I like to walk, ride my bike,
anything that lets m e enjoy
the outdoors. I also like to
read, especially books deal
ing with history.

Amy Lynn Creighton
Cortland, OH
Lakeview High Sch ool
I play the piano, volunteer
at the Children's Rehab
Center, babysit, swim and
generally just hang around.
It always see m s like I'm
busy with something.

Andrea Sweazy
Stoutsville, OH
Amanda-Clearcreek HS
Lifeguarding, tanning,
cruising with friends and
going out with boyfriends
are my favorite activities. I
love to play volleyball and
hope to play for Wooster.
Living on a farm, sheep,
cats, swimming, talking and
boating make m e an in
dividual.
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Andrew Barton
M ohegan Lake, NY
Lakeland HS
In my spare tim e I like to
participate in sports. Golf
and basketball are my
favorites, with weight lifting
ranking second. I also like
to read and g o to parties.
My individuality is based
upon my ability to make
ch oices and decisions.

Angie Amaya
Wheeling, WV
Mount De Chantal
Academ y
I like to read (science
fiction/fantasy novels
mostly), and occasionally
take up sketching. I also
daydream a lot - whether I
have the time to or not.

Andrew Lutt
Toledo, OH
Ottawa Hills HS
I like sports.

Ann Marie Boncella
Lawrence, KS
Lawrence HS
I am an individual beca u se
I’m unique. Or m aybe
b eca u se I love to read, play
the flute, and watch sports,
wherever the ga m es are
played.

Andrew Robertson
Battle Creek, Ml
Battle Creek Center HS
I enjoy athletics, swimming,
baseball, softball, golf and
soccer. I also like to read
and listen to music.

Anne Birgitte Andersen
Gentofte, Kobenhavn,
Denmark
Kildegard Gymnasium
I like to m eet new people,
and be together with them.
I also like to travel and go
out, and I enjoy sports.

Andy Kear
Wharton, OH
Riverdale HS
In my spare time I relax by
playing basketball and
swimming.

Anne Katrine Kehler Holst
Overod, Holte, Denmark
Holte Gymnasium
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Anne Lewellen
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
When not studying (ha!), I
enjoy listening to all kinds
of music, being around my
friends, having fun and
eating.

Ben Roberts
Albuquerque, NM
Albuquerque Academy
“What spare time?". I play
sports, read a good scien ce
fiction or mystery book,
watch movies, or just sleep.
(Sorry about the pretty
m undane response).

Anthony Fernandez
Naples, FL
Pinecrest School
In my spare time, I enjoy
reading and participating
and watching different
kinds of athletic events. I
hold my opinions to be
sacred and I don’t let
people ch ange them if they
don't a gree with me.

Benjamin A. Manyindo
Lusaka, Zambia
Peterhouse School,
Zimbabwe
What m akes one an
individual is neither the
obnoxious nor the
com plaisant nature of one’s
character, but simply the
inner being which however
similar can never be
paralleled to that of another
individual.

Aric Lee Gibson
Cadiz, OH
Cadiz HS
I enjoy anything related to
water - fishing, skiing, etc.
I spend a great deal of time
just enjoying life with my
friends. I have very strong
feelings and opinions on
certain issu es and they
usually don't change.

Beth Hahne
Midland, Ml
H.H. Dow HS
I like to sing, play my flute,
play racquetball, read, play
tennis, talk to people, and
downhill and cross-country
ski in winter. I am a
com passionate person who
tries to make others feel
good about themselves. I
am politically aware.

Audrey Featherman
West Chester, PA
The Shipley School
I enjoy talking with friends,
cooking, dancing to loud
music, reading, cross
country skiing, playing
tennis and writing letters.

Beth Martin
South Euclid, OH
Regina HS
I really enjoy spending time
with my friends and also
doing things such as
dancing- my favorite,
listening to music, reading,
writing, and going to the
beach.
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Bill Kanzinger
Russell, OH
University Sch ool
I enjoy going outdoors and
playing som e kind of game,
whether it be catch or
kicking a ball.

Bryan King
Granville, OH
Granville HS
Spare time is the best time
of the day. I try to get a
nice blend of sleep and
socialization.

Bradley J. M cEowen
Louisville, OH
Louisville HS
In my spare time I like to
read fictional novels, play
football, listen to classical
m usic and work as a
painter. I absolutely refuse
to conform to other
people’s views if different
than mine. I will not
com prom ise to feel
comfortable.

Bryan McPhail
Gambier, OH
Mt. Vernon HS
I enjoy playing soccer,
being with my friends, and
listening to rap music. But
m ost of all, anything that
m akes me happy. Check it!

Brian D. Jorgensen
W estwood, MA
W estwood HS
I like to play basketball, go
out with friends or read a
book. I don’tjust do things
beca u se of people but
b eca u se I want to.

Brvnjar Daviknes W ideroe
OS, Norway
In my spare time I like to
do everything that is fun;
Sporting activities, listening
to music, reading or to be
together with friends e.g.

Brian Vereb
North East, PA
North East HS
I like to eat, drink and
sleep in my spare time.

Cassandra W eigel
Wiliamsport, PA
Williamsport Area HS
“Stop making sen se!”.
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Charles A. Speelm an
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
In my spare time I like to
get together with my
friends and just have a
good time. I also enjoy
going to the park and
swinging on the swings.

Christian Ziegler
Waterford, CT
Waterford HS
I don't seem to have much
spare time but I enjoy
playing so ccer and tennis.

Cheryl Juengel
Strongsville, OH
Strongsville Senior HS
I like to read, play piano,
flute, and piccolo almost
everyday and do counted
cross stitch. During school
year I tutored sixth graders
and also taught a Saturday
enrichment cla ss in
German. Heredity and
environment make m e an
individual.

Christina Brown
Lodi, OH
Cloverleaf HS
I enjoy training and
showing Quarter Horses. I
also like sports, especially
basketball.

Christopher Chan Huh
McLean, VA
McLean HS
I like biking, swimming,
playing the piano and
listening to sixties rock.

Christian Ruch
Indianapolis, IN
North Central HS
What m akes m e an
individual is my argyle
socks never match the rest
of the clothes that I’m
wearing, or my sh oes
either.

Christopher C hase Walker
University Heights, OH
Cleveland Heights HS
Often when I am not doing
school work or at work, I
enjoy watching the Sox or
going out with my pals.
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Christy Evans
W est Lafayette, OH
R idgew ood HS
I love sports, scarfing pizza
with my friends and
watching m ovies (Dirty
Dancing and The Breakfast
Club top the list). What
m akes m e an individual is
com ing to W ooster b eca u se my twin sister is
not!

C olleen McFarland
Whitefish Bay, Wl
Whitefish Bay HS
In my spare time, I like to
play my violin, attempt to
play my bagpipe, listen to
m usic and read historical
fiction and trashy novels.

Ciona Ulbrich
Fair Haven, NJ
Rumson-Fair Haven
Regional
I like to do a lot of things
with my friends. I like to
run (every day). I love
cooking, drawing, playing
sports, and lots of things. I
have lived in W est
Germany and learned so
much.

Connie Lane
Barberton, OH
I like to do a variety of
things outside. The
activities range from riding
h orses to taking walks to
reading a good book. As an
individual, I am one of the
few people from my high
sch ool going away to
college.

Clarence J. Williams III
Garfield Heights, OH
Cleveland S ch ool of
S cien ce
What m akes m e an individ
ual is my creativity of this
world, and I can do what I
want, and control what I
want till death. I would like
to go on a world tour
visiting important cities,
letting them hear my sin g
ing voice.

Craig Kauffman
Birmingham, Ml
Seaholm HS
I play for different bands in
the area. I have set up a
sm all MIDI studio in my
basem ent where I write,
sequence, record, and
produce songs. My sen se
of humor and my ability to
not take things too
seriously make m e an
individual.

Clarke McFarlane
Princeton, NJ
Princeton HS
I like to juggle, hack and
run. My fingerprints makes
m e an individual.

Cristy Quigley
Dallas, TX
Edina HS (Edina, MN)
What spare time? I work
with preschoolers, sing,
act, dance, love the
outdoors and sailing, tan,
and admit to doing a little
bit of partying!
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Daniel Michael Stefaniuk
Polk, OH
Mapleton HS
I like to play golf. Also, I
enjoy creative photography
and darkroom work. Being
able to g o into a situation
and realize what I want out
of it m akes m e an
individual.

David Berger
Elyria, OH
Elyria Catholic
In my spare time I like to
watch and play sports.
My favorites are football,
baseball, and basketball.
I also like to exercise often.

Daniel M wesigwa Manyindo
Lusaka, Zam bia
Waterford Kamhlaba,
Swaziland
Alone with my thoughts, I
can dream forever. Nothing
is h opeless or u seless everything is something:
RESPECT!

David E. Jones
Indianapolis, IN
Park Tudor School
I don’t have very much
spare time, but when I do I
play basketball and soccer.
I feel that I have a good
sen se of humor and I am
fairly laid back.

Daniel Rosenbaum
Washington, DC
The Field School
In my spare time I enjoy
basketball, tennis and
photography. Taking
pictures gives m e a chance
to get away and se e people
and places I would not
normally experience.

David H. Rime
Dalton, OH
Dalton HS
In my spare time I play the
drum, for fun and for talent
shows. I also read fantasy
novels. I have studied many
musical, literary, and life
styles and have com e up
with a style all my own.

Darla Haines
Auburn, NY
Auburn HS
I enjoy downhill skiing,
swimming and horseback
riding. I play the clarinet
but my real love is talking
politics. My sacred ‘self
hours’are my getting
dressed time.
Otherwise I like being with
people and talking with
people.

David Lamberger
Dayton, OH
Kettering Fairmont HS
I enjoy the outdoors:
Backpacking, canoeing
and generally losing myself
in the w ilderness - for a
week or two. I also enjoy
biking and photography.
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David McKoski
Akron, OH
Tallmadge HS
Spare time - what spare
time! Enjoying the things I
do and dream ing ot the
things I want to do without
worrying what others may
think make m e an
individual.

Deb Morison
Deerfield, IL
Deerfield HS
S leep is my favorite hobby
when I have a few minutes
to spare, but I also like to
sail, ski and swim when my
schedu le permits. I seem to
think in a different way
than others, I think this is
what m akes m e an
individual.

David Michael Royse
Louisville, KY
duPont Manval Magnet HS
I enjoy sleep, SCUBA
diving, basically
challenging death in any
possible way - have fun.
I’m an individual because
of genetics.

D ebbie Hirst
Palatine, IL
Fremd HS

David Wynn
Haverford, PA
Haverford HS
I like to skateboard, read
com ic books, play
volleyball, run, and collect
tropical fish. As to what
m akes me an individual,
I’m not sure yet!

D ebbie Peshina
Suffield, OH
Field HS
In my spare time I like to
read, play the piano, write
poetry, and do counted
cro ss stitch. I am sensitive,
I care about others. I like
springtim e and teddy
bears.

Dawn Felita Riley
Warrensville, OH
Warrensville Heights HS
In my spare time, I like to
listen to the radio or to my
cassette tapes. I also like
sleeping or reading a book.

D enice Kondik
Creston, OH
St. Vincent-St. Mary HS
I love to water-ski in the
summer, be with my friends
and party, visit art
m useum s, g o to concerts
and dance the night away. I
have an insatiable desire to
travel all around the world,
getting to know people,
learning and doing
everything.
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Diane Bryant
Evanston, IL
Evanston Township HS
In my spare time I like to
take walks, write letters, or
sleep. Most of all I like to
go to Baker’s Square for a
piece of pie. I like to be
me, but I like to share
things with others. I like to
help out whenever possible.

Doug Kiley
Radnor, PA
E piscopal Academy
I like to play basketball, go
swimming and running. But
on full-mooned Tuesdays, I
lock my door, turn up
R.E.M. to the loudest
descen t volume and
attempt Humphrey Bogart
& Harrison Ford imitations.

Dilendra H. W imalasekere
Colom bo, Sri Lanka
C olom bo International Sch ool
During my spare time I like
to play tennis, squash, golf,
basketball etc. I would also
like to work on my
computer, read, watch
m ovies and listen to m usic
too.

Elena Arrojo
Bloomfield, CT
Conard HS
I love to ski, swim, read
airport novels, g o to the
beach, travel, have long
conversations at 4 am, visit
m useum s of fine arts and
sculpture, do absolutely
nothing. I can be myself
and not care what anyone
else thinks and laugh at my
own mistakes.

Dorothea Joy Verbrugge
(Dot)
Grand Rapids, Ml
Grand Rapids Christian HS
I like to count - count tiles
in bathrooms, polka-dots on
walls or anything. When I
am not counting, I play
soccer, socialize or sleep.
B ecause I am not
physically attached to any
other physical being, I am
an individual.

Elicia K. W ise
Washington, DC
The Madeira School
I enjoy “Anne of Green
Gable”, watching
“M oonlighting”despite
everything, crabbing on the
Chesapeake, and hanging
out with my friends.

Dorsey Barnett
Bethesda, MD
St. Andrews Episcopal
School
I like lacrosse, bicycling
and reading. I lived in
Indonesia from 1972 - 1978.

Elisabeth Fuller
Akron, OH
Revere HS
I like to do rototiller repair,
part-time welding and
em balm ing (I’m just kidding
- 1 wanted to liven this job
up - DO NOT PRINT
THIS!) Now seriously, play
tennis, be with friends (you
know, the average boring
stuff). My individuality,
finger prints!
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Elizabeth Anne Padwe
McLean, VA
Langley HS
I like to spend my spare
time having fun with my
friends, being outdoors,
listening to g o o d music,
and working in my
darkroom.

Elizabeth Kirkpatrick
Tucker, GA
Sham rock HS
I enjoy spending time with
my friends, going to
movies, listening to the
radio, swimming, and
traveling.

Elizabeth Blakemore
Golden, CO
Wheat R idge HS
I like to spend my spare
time running, playing
basketball, painting,
writing, and goin g out with
friends.

Elizabeth (Beth) Moran
Grand Forks, ND
Grand Forks Central HS
I like to read, dance, listen
to music, talk to friends,
sleep and stare off into
space. I also like to party. I
don't care much what
people think of me, I tend
to be a loner. I like snakes
and frogs.

Elizabeth B. Scott
Cheshire, CT
Cheshire HS

Elizabeth (Liz) Barney
Heidelberg, W est Germany
H eidelberg American HS
I like to dance, play soccer,
socialize and organize the
world. My assertiveness
and my ability to be
reasonably intelligent blond
(thanks to my parents and
Clairol, in that order) make
m e an individual.

Elizabeth Guroff
Chevy Chase, MD
Bethesda-Chevy C hase HS
I like to lollygag around,
listen to old romantic love
songs, hang out with the
guys while keeping my
eyes open for new ones,
and always enjoy myself. I
am an individual because
of fantastic INability to
function in 2 com pletely
different societies.

Ellen Weston
Loveland, OH
Sycam ore HS
O ne thing I like to do in my
spare time is read Dear
Abby everyday. What
m akes m e an individual “I
hate peanut butter!”.
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Emily R. Wharton
Washington, PA
Washington HS
Among other things I like to
talk, eat, listen (to conver
sation and music), g o to
the movies, play the piano,
walk, drive “my” car and
try on clothes.

Eric Hicks
Newark, NY
Newark Senior HS
In my spare time I enjoy
playing tennis. I also like to
run and lift weights and
lately, write. I feel what
makes me an individual is
my willingness to make a
decision and to take
responsibility for it,
regardless if it was right or
wrong.

Emily Stoltzfus
Potomac, MD
Thom as S. Wootton HS
I am an individual because
I'm independent, creative,
and friendly. I think for
myself, trust my own
judgment, and care about
other people’s feelings. I
like to talk to friends on the
phone, g o to the beach,
and g o out to eat.

Eric John Martin
New Castle, PA
Neshannock HS
“In the beginning I thought
I was different, I wish now
that was true.”Writing is
the equivalent of a mind
picture, I like too much to
have my picture taken.

Emma E. Sullivan
Carmichael, CA
Sacram ento Waldorf HS
I like to draw, paint, sculpt,
read, play volleyball,
movies, plays and
symphony. Prehensile toes
make m e an individual.

Eric R. Pfeffinger
Indianapolis, IN
North Central HS
I enjoy playing guitar with
the passion of Jimi Hendrix
and the skill of the
Partridge Family; read;
draw ridiculous little
pictures (no doubt fraught
with Freudian meaning);
write; bicycle. Not all of
these are either serious or
terribly amusing.

Eric A. Parks
Lancaster, OH
Lancaster HS
In my spare time I read,
travel well-armed through
dark caverns, sing, and talk
friends out of destroying
the world. The fact that
there is only one of me, I
believe is the most
significant indicator of my
individuality.

Erich Ippen
Belmont, MA
Belmont HS
I like to play football,
baseball, guitar, piano, and
downhill ski, read
Newsweek, eat pizza, and
watch VCR movies.
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Erich Riebe
Wooster, OH
W aynedale HS
I like to play tennis, golf,
basketball, collect baseball
cards and spend time with
my family. I am myself; this
m akes me an individual.

Erich V. Buckheit
St. Paul, MN
St. Paul Academ y &
Summit Sch.
I’m an avid m usic collector,
and I like working on
organization projects. I help
my father (a sch ool head
master) with curriculum
development, scheduling,
etc. Most kids would call
m e too “d eep ”. I’m pretty
philosophical.

Erin Anne Quinn
Holland, Ml
Holland HS
Sleep-Ha! And read, play
tennis or badminton, tinker
around on the piano, write
letters, listen to my fave
tapes, and take Lake
Michigan beach walks.
B esides the red hair and
Irish name, I like absolutley
anything British - really!

Erik Evans
Columbus, OH
Upper Arlington HS
During the winter, I enjoy
skiing whenever I get a
chance. Other times, I like
to play tennis, golf, flying,
boating and reading.

Eun-Ah Cho (Susan)
Fairlawn, OH
C opley HS
I delight in skiing, intense
shopping, trekking to St.
Clairsville, and confiscating
pink Flam ingos and Llamas
for my tacky lawn ornament
m useum. I have an
incessant need to take
clickity pictures of El
Cam inos.

Erik VanderKolk
C o s Cob, CT
Greenwich HS
I like to play basketball and
collect baseball cards. I
have 7000 baseball cards.
There is nothing I like
better than a pick up gam e
or basketball.

Francis J. Knott Jr.
Baltimore, MD
Friends Sch ool
Usually during my spare
time I like to play lacrosse.
I also enjoy playing drums,
weightlifting, racquetball,
skiing, listening to music
and being with people.
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Geoffrey J. O ’Brien
Maplewood, NJ
Colum bia HS
I enjoy many activities
(sounds like an
application). I practice
guitar often, cycle 20-30
miles a day, practice the
Martial-Arts and lift weights.
My aw areness that I am an
individual and enjoy being
one m akes me an
individual.

Hans Johnson
Galesburg, Ml
Gull Lake HS
In my spare time, I paint,
sing, play piano, read,
watch/listen to sports,
travel, play tennis and
soccer, and visit older
friends from church.

Gray Devore
Rochester, PA
Rochester Area HS
I am addicted to D ungeons
& Dragons, Monty Python,
Prince and the Rocky
Horror Picture Show.

Heather Bradley
Guilford, CT
H am m onasset HS
I like following The
Replacem ents around on
tour. I also write a lot and
like driving around with my
friends. That’s it.

Gregory P. Caniglin
North Royalton, OH
St. Ignatius
The fact that there is
exactly no one like myself
on the face of the earth is
a clear indication on what
an individual I am.

Heather Eppley
New York, NY
The Lalola School
I like to look at art. In the
summer I love to ride my
bike near the beach. I also
love to listen to all types of
music.

Gwen Beyer
Parma Heights, OH
Valley Forge HS
I enjoy being alone, while
doing the things that are
special to me, like reading
or doing som ething
musical. But on the flip
side there’s apart of me
that likes nothing more
than to be with people.
That’s what make me an
individual.

Heather H. Gibson
Harpers Ferry, WV
Mercersburg Academy
I like to ask people
questions! Read, ski, jump
on my trampoline, run and
play “Pictionary”. I hate
when my feet are cold and
I don’t like anything but
pepperoni on pizza.
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Heather Kathleen Adams
Washburn, ME
W ashburn District HS
I like to read, think, dream,
cross-country skiing,
shopping (sometimes),
listening to “g o o d ” m usic
and collect antique hats
and clothing. What makes
m e an individual, the sam e
thing that m akes everybody
e lse an individual!

Henry Depew
Toledo, OH
Sylvania Northview HS
In my spare time I enjoy
filling out silly surveys like
this one. I also enjoy
soccer, basketball, water
skiing and sailing.

Helen Nicola W ood
Glencoe, IL
North Shore Country Day
School
I like sports especially
softball and volleyball. I
also like to read and sing,
play the piano, watch and
review movies.

Holly Horner
Amherst, NH
Northfield Mount Hermon
In my spare time I love to
play tennis, read, lay out in
the sun and be with my
friends. What m akes me an
individual? Wouldn’t you
like to know!

Helen Shepard
Prospect, KY
Firestone HS
I spend most of my time
playing tennis and going
out dancing with my
friends.

Holly Lynn McCullough
Burgettstown, PA
Burgettstown HS
In my spare time I collect
freshm an directories and I
heard that the directory at
W ooster was s o hot I was
inspired to enroll.

H elene C. Marsh
Gardiner, ME
Gardiner Area HS
W hen I have spare time,
which isn't often, I spend it
downhill skiing, sailing,
travelling, taking pictures,
reading, yet m ost of the
time I spend working at
L.L. Bean or my parents
marina.

Jacquie Boulanger
Ridgewood, NJ
R idgew ood HS
Talking with people is my
thing. I love going out. I
love m usic of all sorts and
skiing too.
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Jam es Van Benschoten
White
Chapel Hill, NC
Durham Academy
I enjoy anything that is
physically challenging. Any
sport, be it indoor or out,
just so long as it takes
energy. I also enjoy
com peting with myself and
others.

Jannette Michaelle Link
Crestline, OH
Colonel Crawford HS
When I am not busy
working I like to g o out for
a long run or listen to my
favorite rock group tapes. I
like to do my own thing
instead of the sam e thing
the majority is doing and I
like to do things by myself.

Jamie W allace
Melville, NY
Half Hollow Hills HS East
I like to g o to the beach
with friends, ride horses,
work out, play sports, play
my Sax or Clarinet and be
with my pets.

Jason Frankhouser
Kent, OH
Theodore Roosevelt HS
I like to sit around and be
lazy. I mountain bike, work
on cars, play the cello, golf,
act, eat and play loud
music. Best of all I love to
talk. Genetics, the way I
think and act, and the car I
drive make m e an
individual.

Jane Elizabeth Hillier
Scituate, MA
Scituate HS
I like to read, draw, play
tennis and golf, listen to
music, bug my brother,
travel and g o out with my
friends and family.

Jason Hickman
New Wilmington, PA
Wilmington Area HS
In my spare time I enjoy
reading, playing tennis,
running, biking, and doing
things with my church
youth group.

Jane Marie Soper
Merritt Island, FL
Merritt Island HS
I like listening to m usic or
reading a good book or
Mad magazine. I have the
ability to conceive an idea,
pursue it, and turn it into a
goal and strive until I
achieve it.

Jay F. Henderson
Seattle, WA
University Prep.
In my spare time I like to
go to sporting events
(Sonics, Huskies) and I like
to watch T.V. and build
plastic m odel kits.
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Jay H. Hall
Hubbard, OH
Ursuline HS
In my spare time, I
participated in high school
baseball-state cham ps
1988, and plan to play
varsity baseball at Wooster.
I also enjoy other
recreational sports.

Jeff Woller
Butler, PA
Knoch HS
In my spare time I like to
play sports such as
baseball, football, golf, and
basketball. I also like to
fish, hunt, and g o out, etc.

Jay Raymond
Darien, CT
Darien HS
In my spare time I like to
relax with friends, go
fishing, sailing or skiing. I’ll
do almost anything to keep
my mind off working.

Jennifer Amtmann
Keflavik, Iceland
Hickory HS
As an Air Force brat for 18
years, living from Georgia
to Alaska and Panama to
Iceland, my travels have
broadened my life.

Jay R iem enschneider
Sharon Center, OH
W estern R eserve Academy
In my spare time, I do a lot
of reading especially novels
and mysteries. I like to
travel and I’m especially
interested in English. I like
to paddle upstream.

Jennifer Bond
Stony Brook, NY
Ward Melville HS
I like to workout, watch TV.,
veg out, go to the beach,
bowl, and miniature golf
(Actually, I really want to
learn to play real golf).

Jeanene Diane Spohn
Lexington, KY
Tates Creek Senior HS
In my spare time I play
soccer, swim, ride horses,
be with kids, tennis,
volleyball, and running.

Jennifer Dianne Kanney
Canton, OH
Perry HS
In my spare time, I like to
play tennis, golf and swim.
Also in the sum m er I do a
lot of bike riding and
reading.
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Jennifer Harrison
Saegertown, PA
Saegertow n HS
In my spare time I enjoy
downhill and water-skiing,
golfing and shopping! I
think what m akes m e an
individual is I do what
m akes m e happy and I
don’t worry about what
others will think.

Jennifer L. Conaway
Lakewood, OH
Lakewood HS
I like to listen to tapes.
Frequently, I take walks to
the thrift shop looking for
old-fashioned jewelry and
clothing. I like to swim and
read. Certain things that
are important to my well
being make m e an
individual.

Jennifer Heid (Jen)
Lewisburg, PA
Lewisburg Area HS
I like to ski, go out with my
friends, make road trips to
big cities, play the piano,
listen to m usic and looking
at Monet’s. I was voted free
spirit of my class. I love art,
classical music, classic
literature and reggae.

Jennifer O ’Keefe
Silver Spring, MD
Paint Branch HS
When I’m not playing
volleyball, I enjoy skiing
talking on the phone, and
checking out the latest
fashions. Beina part of the
crowd can be fun. However,
being myself and making
my own decisions are more
important than relying on
others to chose.

Jennifer J. Sieck
Staunton, VA
Robert E. Lee HS
I enjoy reading, playing the
piano, dancing, cooking,
going for walks, sewing,
talking and being with
people. “Two roads
diverged in a w ood and I—
I took the one less traveled
by, and that has m ade all
the difference.”— Robert
Frost.

Jennifer Piloner
Cleveland Heights, OH
Laurel School
In my spare time I enjoy
exercising. Whether I am
participating in a team
sport or not, I like to
exercise and stay in shape.

Jennifer Lyn Mabie
Mahwah, NJ
Green M eadow Waldorf HS
I have to be active - biking,
soccer, lacrosse, swimming,
playing the sax, painting
and doing artwork. But I
enjoy having com pany to
share the fun.

Jennifer Shauf
Bedford, OH
Bedford HS
P eoples’opinions don’t
change mine. I think my
clothing m akes m e an
individual. Also, my beliefs
and values make m e an
individual. During my spare
time I basically congregate
with my friends.
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Jennifer Spilburg
Sylvania, OH
Sylvania Northview HS
When I have spare time, I
enjoy doing m usical things
like singing and playing
clarinet. I also love m eeting
people.

J essica M. Smith
Cambridge, MA
Proctor Academy
I love to water ski, take
pictures, ride horses and
write.

Jennifer W ebster
Stillwater, OK
Stillwater HS
In my spare time I exercise,
sing and read. I don’t eat
sw eet foods - unless you
call apples sweet.

J essica Roberts
Pittsburgh, PA
Mount Lebanon HS
I like to be outside as much
a s possible - doing things
from hiking and water
skiing to sitting and
watching the grass grow.
I’m really open minded
b eca u se of traveling - went
to boarding school in India
and traveled to Soviet
Union and Scandinavia.

Jeremy B enson
Sandy Hook, CT
Newtown HS
I like to listen to good
music, bike, work on my
car and last but certainly
not least PARTY!

J essica S p egele
Middletown, CT
Middletown HS
I like to ski, dance, and
answer “New Student
Directory" questionnaires. I
think my red and white
candy striper dress from
the 1970’s shown in the
picture is a definite part of
what m akes m e an
individual!

Jessam yn Neuhaus
Portage, Ml
Portage Central HS
I like to search for truth,
sunbathe, and do new and
different fashion tricks with
a bandana. My odd blend
of cynicism, naivete and
desire to save the world
make m e an individual.

J essica (Jessy) Cam pbell
Belmont, MA
Northfield Mt. Hermon HS
I love to take picture, listen
to music, write and be with
all my friends. I can deal
with being independant
unlike many of my friends,
but I'm always willing to be
there for everyone.
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Jim Kovach
Brook Park, OH
Midpark HS
In my spare time I like to
relax. This may include a
set of tennis, a round of
golf, or a television show!
Dream s make m e an
individual. S om e of the
m ore recent on es have
been unique to say the
least.

John Parsons
Natick, MA
Natick HS
In my spare time I enjoy
rock climbing, running,
photography, reading,
listening to “alternative”
music, singing and acting.
What makes my an in
dividual, I'm not sure, pro
bably the list of interests
that I listed above.

JoEllen Fowler
Nashville, TN
Hillsboro HS
I like to participate in
everything I have the
opportunity to, such as
cam ping, hiking, white
water canoeing, cycling,
frisbee, theatre and student
government.

John R. Morrow
Baltimore, MD
Gilman School
I love sports particularly
basketball, concerts and
listening to music
(Rock'N’Roll).

John G alego
Granville, MA
Suffield Academy
I enjoy playing football,
waterskiing, and
photography and target
shooting. I am actually a
6'5", 240 pound lineman
w ho have gon e through life
cleverly disguised as the
baby-faced, twelve year old
pictured here.

John Schwendener
Kalamazoo, Ml
Kalamazoo Central
In my free time I just like to
wear boxers and hang
out...

John Matthew C louse
(Matt)
Potomac, MD
W inston Churchill HS
I like goin g outdoors to
various activities. It has to
be active, otherwise I am
bored easily. Activities are
best in small groups of
go o d friends.

Jon Bricker
Rochester Hills, Ml
Rochester Adams HS
In my spare time I have a
good time, try not to do
anything too constructive.
People tell me that I don't
think like they do.
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Jon H ooley
Denver, CO
Kent Denver HS
I like to g o out with my
friends, play football and
lacrosse, and I love to ski
the Rockies.

Julie Blosser
Spencer, OH
Black River HS
I have a mind of my own
and I don't want to exist
like another brain-dead
clon e of society. Diversity
creates a better person!

Jon Scott Miksch
Norton, OH
Wadsworth Senior HS
In my spare time I like to
play golf. It provides a
sen se of p ea ce and quiet
when played alone, and
fierce, but friendly,
com petition when played
with som eon e else. I can
adapt to any situation,
m eaning by m yself as I do
with other people.

Julie Jam eson
Bethesda, MD
Walt Whitman HS
I love hanging out with
friends and having good
times. I laugh a lot...OKm aybe too much! Twinkles
and m usic are God-like to
me!

Josh Farthing
Maumee, OH
St. Francis De S ales HS
In my spare time, I like to
draw, read, or listen to
music. Also, on occasion, I
might practice juggling,
watch TV, or just relax.

Julie Whiteaker
Strongsville, OH
Strongsville Sr HS
In my spare time I enjoy
hiking, roller skating and
showing dogs. I also enjoy
just getting together with
friends and talking or goin g
out for pizza.

Julie Anderson
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
I love to stay in shape
beca u se you only live once.
So, I enjoy life to the
fullest. Be yourself and
enjoy life!

Julie Wuchter
Wadsworth, OH
Wadsworth HS
“Now our dream s are
cornin' true.
Through the good tim es
and the bad Ya-I’ll be
standin' there by you"
— Bryan Adams.
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Kane Eric Naylor
Crawfordsville, IN
Southmont Jr /Sr HS
I like to read scien ce fiction
and listen to m usic groups
like the Cure. I have a
strange sen se of humor
and don’tget mad about
things that others might get
angry about.

Karin Lehman
Harrisburg, PA
Susquehanna Twp. HS
I like going to hardcore
shows, eating peanut
butter, swimming, dancing,
reading Dylan Thom as and
Maya Angelou, listening in
on other people’s conversa
tion. I’m the only person I
know who has blonde roots
and Startsky & Hutch knee
socks.

Kara Murray
Wilmette, IL
New Trier/
Galatasaray, Turkey

Karin R iggs
Vaduz, Liechtenstein
American Int. Sch. of
Zurich
I like to listen to music,
dance, talk, run around and
cause trouble, read and on
occasion I think.

Kara M. Kaminski
Youngstown, OH
Austintown Fitch HS
In my spare time I like to
read, play tennis, watch
MTV (especially 120
Minutes), listen to music,
g o out with friends and I
love Bloom County. I’m an
individual becau se of the
m usic I enjoy. I prefer The
Cure, D epeche Mode, and
Sting.

Katharine Anne Salzm ann
Champaign, IL
Central HS
Read anything by RG.
W adehouse, watch old
m ovies (especially Cary
Grant or Astaire and
Rogers ones) and later laze
around with friends.

Kara S. Swinehart
Canton, OH
Timken Senior High
I enjoy sports and reading,
but my favorite thing to do
is to g o dancing! I live life
by the motto: “Have fun,
try anything once!” I keep
an optimistic outlook on life
and I love to laugh.

Katherine J. Benson
(Jeannie)
Austin, TX
L.C. Anderson HS
I enjoy seeking the
“colorful” people on
Austins' 6th street, go
“clubbing”, picnics on
parking garage roofs,
pictionary parties and
hanging out with friends. I
dem and things my way, yet
com prom ise well.
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Kathleen J. Heppner
Chagrin Falls, OH
Kenston HS
I like to watch and play all
kinds of sports (especially
football and baseball),
shop, read, watch
television, or just have a
good time with my friends.
I don’t follow other peopleI like all kinds of music,
styles and people.

Kathy Preslan
Bay Village, OH
B ayH S
I like to listen to music,
read, talk, shop, watch T.V.,
g o to movies, bake, design
parking lots, write novels,
and play at Carnegie Hall
(the top 10).

Kathleen M cG ee
Great Falls, VA
Langley HS
I enjoy helping others
through volunteer work. I
gained personal satisfaction
from a Dominican Republic
trip during which I helped
build h ouses for the poor.

Kathleen M. Quinn
Richmond, VA
Monacan HS
I enjoy reading “classic”
novels, writing poetry,
avoiding arithmetic,
watching old films, hiking,
camping, and photography.
My existence m akes m e an
individual.

Katie Sanderson
Exton, PA
H enderson HS
I lived in England for a year
and visited many European
countries. This experience
helped interest m e in
European history and gave
m e a love for traveling.

Kathy Ault
Shaker Heights, OH
Shaker Heights HS
In my spare time I like to
write creative stories, go
bicycle riding, read and go
camping.

Ken Riester
Selkirk, NY
The Doane Stuart School
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Kevan Neyestani
Mansfield, OH
Wayland Academy
“The future’s here, we are
it, w e are on our own”
— G.D.

Khalid Sherdil
Gujranwala, Pakistan
Aitchison C ollege
I like to meet my friends
during my spare time.

Kevin Anderson
Baltimore, MD
Friends HS
I like to have fun in my
spare time. My individuality
m akes m e an unique
individual.

Kim Douglass
Falls Church, VA
G eorge Mason HS
I love hanging out with
good friends and doing out
of the ordinary things. I
adore writing, theater,
movies, travel and watching
sunsets. I am dynamic,
generous, extravagant,
stubborn, creative and
impulsive.

Kevin Klyberg
Lincoln, Rl
Lincoln Sr. HS
I like to play the guitar,
write, listen to bad m usic
and generally veg. The fact
that I am not a group
m akes m e an individual.

Kimberle Krebs
Huron, OH
Huron HS
I fill my spare time with
many different activities
such as classical ballet,
theater, going to the beach,
volleyball, tennis, etc...

Kevin Waugh
Cincinnati, OH
M cNicholas HS
In my spare time I avidly
follow Major League
Baseball. I am a fan of all
team s but especially the
world’s best, the Cincinnati
Reds.

Kimberly Am es Brickell
Sykesville, MD
M cDonogh School
I like to go out whenever I
have the time. My new
hobby (during the day) is
working out. However, I
don’t have much spare
time. I have learned not to
depend - no, that’s the
wrong word. I am not afraid
of peer pressure etc.
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Kimberly (Kim) Banks
Taylor, Ml
John F. Kennedy HS
I like to read, collect com ic
books, watch Star Trek
reruns, daydream and play
role-playing ga m es like D &
D or Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles.

Kristin DeVivo
Irvington, NY
Phillips Academy
My extracurricular activites
include a wide variety of
interests, such as ceramics,
tennis, hacky sac, poetry,
and foreign studies (mainly
anthropology).

Kristin Sue Bacon
Salem, OH
Salem Senior HS
Predominantly, my talents
make m e an individual. I
am musically talented. I
sing, play the cello, piano
and handbells. I am also
artistically talented.

Kris Moore
Lisbon, OH
David Anderson HS
I watch television, read,
listen to music, and
occasionally ride my bike.
I’m very opinionated, and I
have an odd sen se of
humor. I’m also very frank
and som etim es my honesty
gets m e into trouble.

Lara Michelle de Courtivron
Sarasota, FL
Cardinal M ooney HS
I like to g o to movies, take
pictures, travel and
contem plate cleaning my
room. Having a shy selfeffacing personality
concealing an achiever
com plex m akes m e an
individual.

Kristie M ichelle Kuhls
Akron, OH
Our Lady of the Elms
What I like to do in my
spare time really depends
on the season. In the
winter I ski every chance I
get. In the sum m er I play
soccer. But generally allyear around I read and
rock’n’roll.

Larry Callahan
Stow, OH
Stow HS
I love skiing, scien ce
fiction-fantasy, Pontiac
GTO's and Rock'N'Roll. I
a lso enjoy tennis,
swimming and being with
friends. I don’t like to follow
society’s “rules”. I like to
b e a rebel, within reason of
course.
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Laura Bagley
Chagrin Falls, OH
Laurel School
During my spare time I
enjoy playing sports like
field hockey, lacrosse, and
tennis.

Laura Rankin Fielitz
Roswell, GA
Pace Academy
I like to read non intellec
tual books, play golf, waterski, watch soaps, sleep and
go out with friends.

Laura Bartos
Cleveland, OH
O range HS
I enjoy many sports. I like
to swim, run, play
basketball and softball. I
also enjoy tennis and
volleyball. I also like to
read, sleep, and watch T.V.

Lauren Hill
Newark, DE
Newark HS
I like to try things that are
new to me. I enjoy meeting
new people and have
definite ideas which are
always changing. I like
photography, athletics and
outdoor activities.

Laura Edwards Ward
Rochester, NY
Penfield HS
I enjoy performing (singing,
acting, dancing). I also like
to play tennis, swim, run
and g o to aerobic cla sses
at the “Y”. I enjoy new
experiences, as I am willing
to open up to ideas and
opportunities.

Lauren M. Yont
Fredonia, NY
Fredonia HS
In my spare time I swim,
lay out in the sun, drive,
read magazines, sleep, go
shopping, listen to m usic
and play with cats and
dogs.

Laura Miller
Napoleon, OH
N apoleon HS
With what little spare time I
have, I enjoy w eekends at
the lake waterskiing and
having fun with my friends.
I enjoy watching old
movies, swim on the swim
team and play the violin.

Lauren Wilson
Pittsburgh, PA
Mt. Lebanon HS
I like to read, play the
piano, sports (tennis,
volleyball, skiing), listen to
m usic (all kinds), g o to
movies, and being lazy.
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Laurie Naranch
Triadelphia, WV
Central Catholic HS
In my spare time I like to
g o out with my friends on a
picnic, to the pool or to a
party. Also I love to draw,
read and try new food. I am
a good-natured, fun loving
person and I try to be
friendly to everyone.

Lynne Stokes
Saratoga Springs, NY
Saratoga Springs Senior
HS
I like to watch the Boston
Red Sox, play lacrosse,
read and watch people. I
am a diehard Red Sox fan.

Leigh Ann Leshock
Greensburg, PA
Hemfield Senior HS
I like to watch the Wizard of
Oz, be a mud-core
Democrat, listen to New
Wave and the Beatles,
have deep conversations
with friends along with
having fun. I am m e - 1
accept people for who they
are and I try not to be
judgemental.

Madelon Tieman
Pittsburgh, PA
Mt. Lebanon HS
Much of my spare time is
taken up by dancing. I have
been dancing since I was
five. I love sum m er and I
spend most of it in the sun.

Lisa Escue
LaPorte, IN
LaPorte HS
I enjoy dancing - all kinds,
theatre, concerts, shopping,
writing letters, reading and
planning vacations especially to places like
Korea and Venezuela!

Marc W. Fairbanks
Elyria, OH
Elyria HS
My spare time is filled with
working, lifting for football
and baseball and spending
time with my family, girl
friend and friends. I am an
individual beca u se I do
what I feel is right and I try
and make my own deci
sion s before asking for
advice.

Lora Koenig
Rochester, NY
Brighton HS
I love acting, singing,
dancing, writing poetry,
learning sign language,
learning guitar, working
with children, m eeting new
friends, and smiling. I’m an
individual b eca u se I spell
my name L-O-R-A. I sing
24 hours a day and I love
being short!

Marcie Hahn
Wadsworth, OH
Wadsworth HS
Ideally my spare time is
spent on the so ccer field,
listening to music, or with
friends. " S u c c e ss is never
final and failure is never
fatal, it’s the ability to pick
yourself up again that
counts”.
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Margaret Meeker
Hudson, OH
I like to pursue activities
that prom ote good health
and well being. Yoga,
cycling, long walks and
cam ping are high on my
list. For more excitement, I
like to rock climb and raft
white water “Everything
m akes me an individual.”

Mark Marando
Pittsburgh, PA
Mount Lebanon HS
I like to run, swim, ride
bike, play tennis and
softball, listen to classic
tracks from the 60’s, and
read Sports Illustrated.
Never stay home.

Mark Campbell
Columbus, OH
Upper Arlington HS
I enjoy all sports and I am
also interested in old
movies. I am interested in
History, Art, Music and
have a weird sen se of
humor.

Mark Thom as Braunsdorf
Rochester, NY
McQuaid Jesuit HS
In my spare time, I like to
race sail boats on Lake
Ontario. During the winter, I
like to down-hill ski, both
recreational and
competitive.

Mark D. Redfearn
East Lansing, Ml
East Lansing HS
I’m an individual becau se
Mr. R odgers said so. He
said there’s no one else
quite like me. I’m special!

Mark Torisky
Tallmadge, OH
Tallmadge HS
In my spare time I work!
That's why I took two jobs
this summer. Not becau se I
need the money to attend
college. NO! Just becau se I
like it! I’m a living paradox.

Mark Eric Rothman
Meadville, PA
Meadville Area Senior HS
I get much enjoyment out
of playing my guitar and
spending time with my
girlfriend. I also enjoy
listening to music. I dress
much different than most
people. My views on most
topics are separate than
others and I am a very high
humanitarian.

Mari Yamakawa
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Senior HS, Ochanom izu U.
I like to do som ething good
for my health and shape-up
such as sports, tennis,
swimming and cooking new
dietary menu. I like chatting
with friends, challenging
anything which is new to
me, doing my best for my
target and having the best
ice-cream!
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Mary Elizabeth Lucal
Sandusky, OH
Perkins HS
I enjoy so many things!
Working outside in the
yard, listening to music,
playing tennis and talking
are just a few. I enjoy time
by myself as much as time
spent with others. I have
p ea ce of mind no matter
what!

Martha Lange
Etna, NH
Hanover High & Vermont
Academ y
I make spare time, which I
always spend with friends.
Playing lacrosse is always
relaxing just as good m usic
and a conversation.

Mary Piekarski
Marietta, OH
Marietta Senior High
I like to drive around with
my friends and do
obnoxious things to the
music. The fact that I can
get along with most anyone
and spend time with those
people and still have time
for myself and my love for
p ea ce and quiet make m e
an individual.

Martha Young
Arlington, VA
W ashington-Lee HS
I spend my spare time bike
riding or playing soccer. I
also enjoy reading and
playing on my Scottish
fiddle.

Mary Yeager
Uniontown, OH
Lake HS
I like to be active! Walk in
interesting places, play
outdoor gam es, or just
have fun with friends.

Mary Christina Preston
Holland Patent, NY
Holland Patent HS
In my spare time I enjoy
taking walks and riding my
bike. I take jewelry cla sses
at a nearby Institute year
round, and b eca u se of this
I cannot only make and
design jewelry but also
m eet som e of the stranger
people in Utica who take
the class.

Mathew B. M. Crummey
Urbana, IL
Urbana HS
I enjoy canoe expeditions,
mountaineering, fixing up
bicycles or just spending
time outdoors. I also enjoy
watching movies. I love
snake-wrestling in jello (just
kidding).
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Matt Witmeyer
Rochester, NY
Irondequoit HS
I like to play golf,
basketball, lift weights, and
play my electric guitar. I
like southern rock and roll
groups such as Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Molly Hatchet,
The Outlaws and The
Allman Brothers. Music
m akes m e an individual.

M elissa Smith
Fairfax Station, VA
Robinson HS
In my spare time, I like to
ski, play the piano and
clarinet, run, listen to m usic
and have fun. Anything,
just so I'm not bored!

M eg Farrar
Independence, OH
Holy Name HS
I like anything that has to
do with music, people,
politics, theater and/or good
seafood. I can repair a
saxaphone and I’ve seen
"G on e With The W ind” 27
times.

M elissa Walmsley
Pittsford, NY
Pittsford Mendon HS
I like to spend time with my
friends, ski (downhill), sing,
dance, listen to music,
travel and drawing. I’m not
a conformist. I enjoy doing
things that the rest of my
friends aren’t really
interested in doing.

Meghan S. Howes
Canton, OH
Glen Oak HS
I laugh as much as
p o s sib le ... dream a little.
Between the two I write.

Mellie Gregory
Indianapolis, IN
North Central HS
I love C hinese food and Dr.
Pepper, and my favorite
m ovie is “Singing in the
Rain”. I like m useum s, the
symphony, illustrating
children’s stories, playing
my flute, and biking. I have
eclectic musical tastes from
Mozart to R.E.M.

M elissa Riedl
Lakewood, OH
Magnificat HS
In my spare time I enjoy
listening to m usic of all
kinds, playing my flute and
piano, singing, reading,
and goin g out with my
friends.

Meredith Johnson
Chelsea, Ml
C helsea HS
I enjoy spending time with
my friends, investigating
interesting places in nearby
Ann Arbor. Travel and
sports such as golf,
swimming, and tennis are
fun, too.
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Michaeal Rachita
Massillon, OH
Jackson HS
In my spare time I like to
play a wide variety of
sports, including: football,
basketball, golfing and
many others. I also like to
dance.

Minakshi Jain
Murrysville, PA
Westtown HS
I like adventure, taking
chances, traveling and
m eeting people. I also like
to jog, dance, read and
socialize. I can’t stay at one
place too long - like to
m ove around and do
things.

Michael Jam es Sauer
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
I play so ccer and tennis
but I’m always up for a
gam e of whatever. I like
eating s o if you feel the
need to take som eon e out
to eat, give m e a call!

Miriam K. Fizazi
Casablanca, M orocco
C asablanca American
Sch ool
I like to walk around the
streets of C asa - especially
at 4.00 a.m. with a bunch
of friends after having gon e
to a party. I’m short and
em otive - a sort of
minuscule time-bomb!

Michael Pepper
River Forest, IL
Oak Park and River Forest
I enjoy m ost sports like
tennis, biking, swimming,
and diving. I also enjoy
playing pool and staying
out late.

Monica Elfring
Kalamazoo, Ml
Loy Norrix HS
S o cce r is serious, volleyball
too fun!, cam ping and
canoein g oo o so
stimulating! Hitchcock and
Dean flicks are classic and
Chapin is a legend.

Michael Travis Bloom
Cleveland, OH
John Marshall HS
In my spare time I like to
play basketball and go
bowling. Recently I
participated in a play with
the drama club at school. I
really enjoyed it.

Mustafa Garbadawala
North Canton, OH
Jackson HS
I enjoy playing a variety of
sports with my friends for
fun. I also enjoy playing
cards. I am very adaptable
and I am very easy going.
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Nancy A. Hamilton
Bratenahl, OH
Laurel School
In my spare time I like to
fish, sunbathe, sh op and
horseback ride. I am also
interested in photography
and art.

Nisha S. Ram
Geneva, Switzerland
International Sch. of
Geneva
“N obody’s gonna die when
it’s time for me to die so let
me live my life ... THE WAY
I WANT TO."
— Jimi Hendrix

Nicol A. Jones
Columbia, MO
David H. Hickman HS
I like to sculpt during my
spare time.

Paul K. Park
Seoul, Korea
Gilmour Academy
In my spare time I like to
play instruments such as
guitar and piano. I also like
to play sports such as
tennis, swimming and
martial arts. I am honest
and friendly but som etim es
I realize that I need to be
m ore serious about my
responsibility.

Nicole Podgorny
Arlington, VA
The Field School
I like to go to all types of
movies, hang out with my
friends and laugh (or just
be mellow) and do anything
creative. I love to do just
about anything (many
things at one time); soccer,
basketball, track, dance,
play the piano and be
crazy.

Percy Doufou
Thessaloniki, G reece
Anatolia C ollege
Maybe my need for
communication with people
and my trying to do my
best to help and give,
whatever I say to the
people I care for are what
make m e an individual.

Nikki E. Wilkinson
Birmingham, AL
St. Andrew’s Sew anee
Sch ool
I enjoy participating in
many sports including
soccer, tennis, volleyball,
and basketball. I also enjoy
goofing off with friends.

Pete Trummel
W est Hartford, CT
Conard HS
I enjoy being with friends,
playing sports and listening
to music.
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Peter Walther
Winnetka, IL
New Trier HS
I like to play basketball,
tennis, golf, ski, read and
relax. B ecau se I am m e
m akes m e an individual.

Randy Brillhart
Marshallville, OH
Smithville HS
In my spare time, I enjoy
the outdoors by walking or
playing informal sporting
activities. I also enjoy TV
and radio in time of
relaxation.

Philip Koenig
O sw ego, NY
O sw ego HS
I like to read, listen to
music, draw, m eet new
people, watch movies, ski
and lie in the sun at the
beach. I can speak German
fluently, can som etim es be
hard to get along with, very
stubborn, shy at tim es and
very reserved with my
feelings.

Raveena Khehar
Nairobi, Kenya
Saint Mary’s School
I like to fill in stupid form s
during my spare time. Not
being a twin m akes m e an
individual.

Rachel F. W ailes
Bloomington, IN
G eorge Sch ool
I am an individual because
of my s o called “irrational”
fears of airplane, snakes
and jelly fish. I find my
fears to be quite rational.

R ebecca Sue Mason
(Becky)
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
In my spare time I try to
organize my life, listen to
music, dance, hold
intelligent (and not so
intelligent) conversations,
“play”the piano, dream ...
it all depen ds upon the
mood!
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Rachel McMillan
Philadelphia, PA
Girard A cadem ic Music
Program to live your life in
your own way, to reach for
the goals you have set for
yourself, to be the you that
you want to be, that is
success.

Rhonda Vandeworp
Louisville, OH
Louisville HS
W henever I find som e
spare time I like to spend it
with friends swimming,
shopping, watching movies,
cruising, or just goofing
around at a pizza parlor. I
am an individual beca u se
I'm the only person I know
w ho’ll con fess to being a
Prince fan.
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Richard John Laird
Ashtabula, OH
Harbor HS
In my spare time, I like to
sail, snow ski, play
intramurals and m eet new
people.

Rob Schroeder
Lititz, PA
Warwick HS
Although I spend a lot of
time reading, martial arts
and photography also take
up a lot of my time.

Richard Kobusch
St. Louis, MO
Whitfield School
In my spare time I like to
be am ong frien d s... I like
to play so ccer or wiffelball,
hunt, swim, party, etc... I
gu e ss it really depends on
the weather and time of
day.

Rob Stein
Columbus, OH
Upper Arlington HS
I enjoy traveling but my
pastime is athletics.
Primary is skiing, I
absolutely live for the sport.
I am an individual becau se
I am very personable and
easy to get along with.

Rob Paulsen
Akron, OH
Firestone HS

R. Bruce Johnson
Uhrichsville, OH
Claymont HS
In my spare time I like to
lift weights, listen to music
and watch T.V.

Rob Purvis
Los Angelos, CA

Sara Dorrance
Cincinnati, OH
Ursuline Academy
During spare time I eat,
drink and breathe printed
matter. I’m a m usic fanatic.
I can’tjump over buildings
in single bound but can
jump over tricycles. I’m not
powerful enough to outrun
a speeding locom otive
although my Indian wrestl
ing is good.
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Sara Shumar
Kent, OH
Theodore R oosevelt HS
I usually don ’t have too
much spare time with
swimming and studies, but
in my extra time I enjoy
going out with my friends.
What m akes m e an
individual is the way that I
usually do whatever I want,
no matter what people tell
me.

Scott H. Lehman
Centerville, OH
Centerville HS
In my spare time I like to
go on long runs in the
w oods with several friends.
My personality and my
attitude make m e an
individual, as op posed to
others.

Sara Uehlein
Alexandria, VA
G eorge Sch ool
I like to read, listen to
music, g o to movies, be
with friends, swim and
travel.

Scott McMillen
Norton, OH
Wadsworth HS
I think what m akes m e an
individual is my love for
athletics, especially
football. Almost everything I
do has som ething to do
with sports. In high school,
I played football, basketball,
and ran track. I also love to
read and listen to music.

Sarah Tompkins
Niantic, CT
East Lyme HS
I like to ski, windsurf, swim,
horse-back ride, play
basketball, read, listen to
music, watch old movies,
walk and hang at the
beach. I grew up in four
different places; Rockville,
MD; Lerici, Italy; Yokosuka,
Japan and Niantic, CT.

Sean Travis
Lyme, NH
Hanover HS
I like to g o alpine skiing,
waterskiing, g o to parties,
watch movies, g o to gam es,
play tennis and squash, lift
weights and listen to music.
What m akes m e an
individual “Beats me!”.

Scott D. Cody
New Castle, PA
Neshannock HS
I have a relish for good
comedy, many of the fine
things in life, good
conversations, a variety of
music, plus I am rather
convivial.

Sharon Shigel
Stongsville, OH
Strongsville HS
I sing, Serbian dance, and
collect things with Garfield
on them.
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Sheri Stout
Dalton, OH
Dalton Local
I have a passion for
chocolate, reading and
photography. I am moody,
independent, sarcastic and
a perfectionist. Unusual
and challenging situations
intrigue me.

Stephen Spitzer
Webster, NY
W ebster HS
I like to play basketball and
watch T.V.

Stacey York
Cleveland, OH
Trinity HS
I like to party with my
friends and have a good
time. I g o out a lot - it is a
rare occa sion to find m e at
home! I'm a combination of
a little bit of everything and
one thing that stands out
though, is that no one has
as many clothes as I do!

Steve W einbeck
Brockport, NY
Brockport HS
I like to do sports, any and
all. I don’twear sock s even
in two feet of snow, and
haven’tsince I w as a
sophom ore.

Stephanie Burrows
Springfield, MO
Parkview HS
I like to torture my body by
biking and swimming,
fulfilling its desires by
eating and relaxing by
reading, talking and
sleeping. I'm an individual
by my humor and the way
my cooking tastes.

Susan Cleaver
Great Britain
Downe H ouse Sch ool
I am an international
student representing Great
Britain and Cayman
Islands. Attended British
boarding school. Pianist
and harpist. Perfectionist.
Brother a senior at Wooster.
Severely allergic to
morning.

Stephen Ellis Remley
Pittsburgh, PA
Bolles HS
In my spare time, I enjoy
golf, soccer, the beach and
water-skiing. What makes
m e an individual is my
ability to take what I have
learned from the people
around m e and form my
own opinions s o I can
express it in my way.

Susan Louis
Kent, OH
Kent Roosevelt HS
I like to run, read, listen to
m usic (The Beatles,
R.E.M., and the
Smithereens, preferably)
and just hang around with
my friends.

■
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Susan M. Cressm an
Pennsburg, PA
Upper Perkiomen HS
My free time is spent trying
to figure out the punch line
to the joke of life. Seriously,
I like to use any spare time
to read about obscure
things and listening to
Classic Rock.

Suzie Jones
Colum bia Station, OH
Colum bia HS
I am a serious Cleveland
professional sports fan especially in football.

Susan Richm ond
Pottstown, PA
Westtown Sch ool
I enjoy jogging, volunteer
work, cooking, traveling,
piano, m ovies and theater.

Takako Aoki
Sayama, Saitama, Japan
Kawagoe Girl’s HS
In my spare time, I like to
s e e movies, play sports
and g o on a date with my
friends. I am cheerful if I
can sleep well and a hard
worker.

Tammy L. Brooks
Akron, OH
Ellet HS
In my spare time I like to
play sports, volleyball and
softball and I also enjoy
reading - usually novels by
Stephen King.

Susanna Mary Jackson
Gibsonia, PA
Richland HS
I love to play my piano,
write so n gs and sing.
Carole King + Janis Joplin
are my idols. I also write
poetry, draw cartoons and
figure skate. I live and
breathe 60’s & 70’s rock. I
hate conformity. I live to be
different. S e e ya round!!

Tammy Thom pson
Lodi, OH
Buckeye HS
In my spare time I do
anything to e sca p e from
the ordinary.
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Tasha Stuart
Stony Point, NY
North Rockland HS
In my spare time I play
guitar, go to parties and
DANCE, have philosophical
discussions, sing loudly to
myself or with friends, write
poetry, read a good book,
swim, and travel. My feet
have dipped them selves in
the red dust of Africa.

Tiffany A. Brown
Malvern, OH
Malvern HS
I like to play basketball,
listen to music or just
spend time with my friends.
I can get along with
anybody.

Terrance (Terry) Andrew
MillerCaldwell, OH
Caldwell HS
I like to collect antiques,
play my trumpet, listen to
all kinds of music
especially from the 60’s. I
enjoy writing and reading.

Tim Russell
Lancaster, OH
Lancaster HS
I involve myself in the
perusal of great (and not so
great) literature studies and
activities in the fine arts
and examination of
aerodynam ic motion. My
particular deoxyribonucleic
acid and environment
constitute my identity.

Thatcher Thom as
Moreland Hills, OH
O range HS
I like to play soccer, ski,
camp, take pictures and
just have fun.

Todd A. Waid
Meadville, PA
Meadville Area Senior
I like to participate in sports
- like waterskiing, golf,
baseball, volleyball,
basketball and football. I
also enjoy going to the
Cleveland Indians baseball
gam es. My wit and sen se
of humor make m e an
individual.

Thom as C ope
Pittsburgh, PA
Mt. Lebanon HS
If I walked into a parking lot
and drove any car I felt like
home, I’d get arrested.
That’s what makes us all
individual.

Todd Heinman
Ann Arbor, Ml
Greenhills HS
I enjoy skiing, swimming,
listening to m usic and
kicking back and having a
good time.
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Tracey L. Howerton
Shelby, OH
Shelby Senior HS
In my spare time I enjoy
playing softball and
basketball, swimming, and
biking. I also like to read
and listen to music.

Wendy Walland
Cleveland, OH
St. Joseph Academy
In my spare time I enjoy
reading, swimming and
aerobic dancing. My
favorite thing to do is
having a good time with a
lot of friends. Basically I
am a good natured person
and pretty strong willed and
I stand up for what I
believe in.

Victor Rowel iffer
Rochester, NY
Brighton HS
In my spare time, I enjoy
fishing, golfing and
weightlifting. What m akes
m e an individual is my
charming personality and
my great se n se of humor.

Whitney McGoodwin
Duxbury, MA
Tabor Academy
I like to run, bike, or
whatever keeps m e happy.
My sensitivity and how I
get along with just about
anybody make me an
individual.

Vincent Jam es Storhaug
Lake Helen, FL
Deland Senior HS
Although I have not
received my “green thumb”
yet, I entertain myself with
photography, drawing and
literature. I intend to add
plant growing to that list. I
pride myself on my ability
to tolerate the individuality
of others and creativity.

William M. Kelly (Bill)
Dunwoody, GA
Dunwoody HS
In my spare time I enjoy
basketball, football and
snow skiing. I also enjoy
spending time with close
friends. I believe my ability
to listen to people makes
m e an individual.

Ward Randolph Miles
St. Louis, MO
Clayton HS
I enjoy playing and writing
music, reading, playing
pool, listening to m usic and
being with my friends. I
enjoy people from different
cliques, I can appreciate
the merits that each person
has to offer and I am not
afraid to be myself.

Yohan Fernando
Dehiwela, Sri Lanka
St. Thom as’C ollege
In my spare time I enjoy
playing the guitar and
jam m ing around with
friends. However, partying
and socializing would be
No. 1 on the list. I have my
own ideas, ideals and
aspirations and I don’t
always g o with the crowd.
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N o t P ic t u r e d
Byron Fruehling
Wooster, OH
I love music, tennis and reading.
My fingerprints make m e an
individual.
Chris Bullock
Little Rock, AR
Parkview HS
I like to listen and write of poetry,
play the m elodies of the guitar,
laugh and talk with friends.
Chris Quarello
LaGrange Park, IL
Lyons Township HS
I like to release my mind from its
spacial limits, leaving my body
resting comfortably som ewhere, to
hom eostasis. I’m not sure, but I’m
definitely the sam e as anybody
else I know well enough to
com pare myself to.
Diana M. Tracy
Athens, OH
Athens HS
In no order of preference, I like to
play rock’n’roll, write songs, read
sci-fi fantasy, sew, watch movies,
bike, avoid phones, read Tarot
cards and dance. Last time I
checked, there was only on e of
me!!
Elizabeth D oB iesz
Birmingham, Ml
Seaholm HS
I like to read and go out with
friends. I also love listening to
m usic (almost any kind). I think
my sen se of humor m akes m e an
individual. I'm also very interested
in international events and
studies.

Kamy Hedayat
Lake Angelus, Ml
Cranbrook HS
I love to eat broccoli, take
pictures, play guitar, walk, read,
write incom plete sentences, write
poem s and short stories, paint
and draw. My ability to think
independantly as well as the
characteristics listed above make
m e an individual.
Lori L. McNeely
Avella, PA
Burgettstown Area Jr-Sr HS
I have no spare time! I am not
bothered by what other people
think and I have an AM radio in
my car.
Mari Hardacre
Akron, OH
Tallmadge HS
In my spare time I plan future
travel excursions. I have very
eccentric little bits of DNA!
M eg Bryant
Baltimore, MD
Baltimore City C ollege HS
I like to watch movies, read,
travel, eat, needlepoint and cook.
Paul Bosky
Towson, MD
Gilman School
In my spare time I mostly like to
sit around quietly with a good
friend or two and listen to music
or just relax. Som etim es I like to
get out and party but crowds
make m e nervous.
Peter B. Horton
Wilton, CT
Wilton HS
I like to listen to music, play
sports, take walks and do all the
standard sort of things that young
men com m only enjoy. I also like
to write and try to learn to play
the piano.
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Mohan, Ramani
Calcutta, India
Vidya Mandir, Madras
I like to socialize. At tim es I prefer
to stay in total seclusion listening
to music. I read a lot. My
independent views on subjects
resulting from my unique thought
processes contribute to make me
an individual.
R ebecca Stephens
Marshfield, VT
Union 32 HS
During my spare time I like to
play hockey, listen to reggae
music, party and just in general
be with my friends.
Steve Borishansky
Granville, OH
Granville HS
I enjoy reading mysteries, playing
sports, working out and relaxing
to reggae or jazz.
Tashiek C. Alston
Cleveland Heights, OH
Cleveland HS
In my spare time I like to travel,
party, get involved in som e type
of sport or just sit around
watching m ovies with som e
friends. My ability to listen to
other people's problem s without
the slightest bit of feedback to
give, makes m e an individual.
Tim Berry
Lexington, KY
Lafayette HS
I enjoy travelling and music,
however, I usually can’t afford
either so I spend most of my
spare time doing absolutely
nothing.

LATE ARRIVALS
Carol Leonard
Norton, OH
Norton HS
An upperclassm an warned
m e that I shouldn't sen d in
a description b eca u se I’ll
be em barrassed by it later.

David G eorge
Cincinnati, OH
Sycam ore HS
I enjoy playing sports, and
just having a good time.

Stefan P. Frey
Canton, OH
W estern R eserve Academ y
3 years varsity football and
baseball. Plays golf. Likes
reading.

Sara Elizabeth Olin
Beachwood, OH
Laurel School
“Our m em ories of
yesterday will last a
lifetime. W e’ll take the best,
forget the rest. And
som eday we'll find, T h ese
are the best of times.”
-S ty x

Matt Burdette
Cuyahoga Falls, OH
Cuyahoga Falls HS
I describe m yself as an
individual w ho is ready for
the challenge of college. I
hope through athletics and
academ ics to m eet new
people and enjoy the fun
that only co lle ge can offer.

Kevin Cropp
Wilton, CT
Wilton HS
My identical twin Brian
(Denison) and I are the
youngest of five brothers.
Interests include soccer,
running, student
government, and the
outdoors.

Humayun Moin Alam
Karachi, Pakistan
Karachi Grammar Sch ool
In my spare time I like to
play polo, tennis and golf;
although, polo is my
favorite pastime. I also jog
and I am practicing in an
intensive weight training
program. I like outdoor
sports and music.
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Wendy Freeburn
Columbus, OH
Westerville So. HS
When I'm not eating,
sleeping, drinking, working,
swimming, shopping, or in
the sun, you’d probably
find m e on the phone —
talkingl

Scott R. Dixon
Ludlow, MA
Wilbraham-Manson
Academy
I have a broad sen se of
humor and a conservative
outlook. I am a die-hard
Red Sox fan and interested
in theater and creative
writing.

Andrew D. Page
Nashua, NH
Proctor Academy

Gretchen Kribbs
Lewisburg, PA
Lewisburg Area HS
When I have spare time, I
enjoy playing the violin or
piano, tennis, reading,
writing, almost anything
else musical, or just being
with friends.

Jeff Benson
Minneapolis, MN
The Blake School
I am an interesting guy with
stories that often have no
point (with som e humor). I
play basketball and bicycle.
Just hanging around and
loitering are favorite
activities.

Paul D'Addario
Forest Hills, NY
Hillcrest HS
I like sports, especially
baseball, theater, history,
reading, and people. My
high sch ool had four
thousand students; I’m
looking forward to attending
Wooster.

Frank H. Andorka Jr.
Bay Village, OH
B ayH S
I’m very happy and excited
to be here at Wooster. I’m
energetic, enthusiastic, and
I enjoy discussing politics
into the w ee hours of the
morning.

Bekki Elmore
W oodstock HS
I am originally from
Chicago, but living in India
(and Bangladesh) for four
years. I like to read, listen
to music, play violin be
lazy, learn about other
countries, meet new
people, and eat chocolate!
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Ashesh Parekh
Calcutta, India
Hindi HS
Listening to m usic and
reading book s are my
favorite pastim es. Apart
from these I like playing
Snooker and swimming.

Katrina L. Brown
Wooster, OH
Triway HS
I enjoy swimming, reading,
writing and chemistry.
Although I’ll read anything,
scien ce fiction and fantasy
are my favorites. Marion
Zim m er Bradley and L. Ron
Hubbard are authors w hose
books I read the most.

Amy Stroud
Aurora, OH
Aurora HS
I spend m uch of my time
playing with and talking to
my Border Collie, Toby.
Unlike the rest of the world,
he has no great
expectations of me. H e’s a
great outlet for me.

Jennifer Allen W eiss
Erie, PA
Mercyhurst Preparatory
S ch ool
“I love the peace, beauty
and tranquility of a sunrise,
but that which is even more
precious is the ‘sunrise’
that can be seen within
each of us.”

Mousumi Sarkar
Calcutta, India
Shri Shikshayatan
The ability to judge the
good and the bad, the right
and the wrong m akes m e
an individual.

Shane Cam eron R obson
Hinckley, OH
Highland HS
‘‘Shane likes camping,
hiking, basketball, football,
ping pong, his airdale
‘Bernie’,running, weight
lifting, skiing ’said Mom.

Karen Fischer
Cincinnati, OH
Madeira HS
In my spare time I like to
play basketball, run, talk on
the phone and g o out with
my friends.

Christa English
Mantula, OH
Crestwood HS
I like to scu ba dive, watch
old movies, and listen to
Pink Floyd late at night with
the lights dimmed. Do you
know who Ivo is?
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Stephanie Teemer
Bethesda, MD
Walter Johnson HS
Interested in Art, Music,
travel and large social
gatherings.

Brent Johnson
Maryville, TN
Maryville HS
I like m eeting new people
and being with my friends.
I also enjoy playing tennis,
golf, and doing other
outdoor activities.

Brian Lee Grandison
Akron, OH
Akron East HS
I like to g o places where I
can m eet new people. What
could b e better than to
make new friends? An
individual m eans only one.
Since there is only on e of
me, that classifies m e as
an individual.

Shouha, Laura
North Royalton, OH
North Royalton HS
I love shopping and abhor
mopping. I like to dance
and would love to go to
France. But most of all, I'm
always late for any date.

Kelly Chur
Amherst, NY
Williamsville East HS
I enjoy any type of water
sport from sailing, boating
and swimming to waterskiing and synchronized
swimming. My other
hobbies include drawing
and snow skiing.

Tammantha M. Partee
Akron, OH
Buchtel High & Hammel
B usiness
I am a positive person who
believes in herself and
others. I love to laugh and
sm ile beca u se it’s on e key
to happiness.

Peter Berry
New Canaan, CT
New Canaan HS
I really enjoy being
outdoors, especially fishing
or canoeing. I also like to
play various sports such as
basketball and tennis, and
playing the trombone.
Physically my height makes
m e an individual.

Kim, Walker
Ann Arbor, Ml
Fr. Gabriel Richard HS
My best friend, because
sh e is exactly that, knows
basically everything there is
to know about me, except
m aybe the tim e ...?
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Nancy Cook
Euclid, OH
Euclid HS
I like relaxing with close
friends and listening to
music. D epech e M ode and
REM are my favorites, but
I'll listen to (almost)
anything. I love “wild”
clothes and acting. I’m a
good listener, but love
talking too.

Lisa Meurer
W estwood, MA
Noble and Greenough
Sch ool
I’m a very active person - I
love sports and my other
interests range from
dancing to seein g plays. I
also love to make people
laugh.

John Benner
Shaker Heights, OH
Kiski Sch ool
Transfer student from
Ithaca College. If
threatened with som e
horrible form of medieval
torture, I would describe
myself as artistically
creative, ea sy going, shy to
a certain extent, and
non-conformist.

Kendra A. Denson
Rochester, NY
W ebster HS
"You can appreciate what
people g o through, but you
don ’t really know what they
are feeling until it happens
to you.”
— D and C.

Catherine E. Mosteller
Cincinnati, OH
The Summit Country Day
School
I am opinionated and
outspoken, adhering firmly
to my beliefs. Although I
am success-oriented, I also
enjoy relaxing with aerobics
and having fun with my
friends.

Timothy J. Powers
Darien, Ct
Darien HS
In describing myself I
gu e ss I would have to say
that I love sports and the
outdoors. I am my own
person and try to be an
individual at all times.
G ood luck C lass of 1992!

Kelly Lynette Ferguson
Cleveland, OH
University of Detroit
My uniqueness. In the
difference that my mind
reacts to various situations,
and the way I present
myself to others is all my
individualized make up.

Brian Lewis H ood
Richmond, NY
The Harley School
Friendly, outgoing, like The
Dead, enjoy a good time,
fun, energetic, amusing.
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Katherine Ann O ’Rourke
Chevy Chase, MD
Bethesda-Chevy C hase HS
I like to do things with
people (tennis, soccer,
going to concerts) however,
I also enjoy writing and
reading by myself.

John P Schm elzeis
Cary, NC
Avon Old Farms School
“John likes to windsurf,
travel and interact with
people. Enjoys new
experiences.”
— John’s mom.

Tami Augustine
Ridgewood, NJ
R idgew ood HS
I like to listen to m usic or
play so ccer or ski. I
su ppose the many different
things I do m akes me an
individual.

Jam es Albano
Felton, PA
Kennard-Dale HS
I com e from a small
farming community in York
County, PA. I was active in
high school football and
track and community
frisbee football.

Carey Foran
Meadville, PA
Meadville Area Senior HS
Crazy, very sociAble,
waRm, friEndly and funnY
(hopefully!).

Amanda Berneking
Wayzata, MN
Wayzata HS
Being from the land of
10,000 lakes, I enjoy
sailing, windsurfing, and
other water activities along
with food and good friends.

Kristen Downer
Greenville, PA
Greenville HS
I’m quiet, but I’m friendly. I
like to swim. I also like to
read alm ost any kind of
book. I enjoy all kinds of
music.
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Kevin Wilkin
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
"I live for individualism.”

Jennifer Heid
Lewisburg, PA
Lewisburg Area HS
I am looking forward to
college and I love skiing,
reggae, art and classical
literature.

Parker Thom as
Nashville, TN
U. Sch ool of Nashville
I, Parker Thomas, realizing
that no on e can possibly
get to know m e in 25 w ords
or less, am just going to
wait until I get there!

Patricia Starek
Chapel Hill, NC
Chapel Hill HS
I dance (ballet, tap and
jazz), do a lot of theatre,
run, do aerobics, snow ski,
ride horse, cam p and be
with friends.

Eric Bell
Akron, OH
Akron John R. Buchtel HS
In my spare time, I like to
play basketball, kick the
soccer ball around, or just
hang out with my friends
having fun. My ability to
take on a project and get
through it without the help
of anyone, is what m akes
m e an individual.

Laura Rollins
Bronxville, NY
Loomis Chaffee School

Sarah T. Denckla
Lake Forest, IL
Kent Sch ool
I like beaches, bears,
smiles, hugs, snow storms,
participating in and
watching sports, Christmas,
chocolate, go o d food and
almost all types of m usic
and art.

Charlotte Stim pson
Weston, MA
W eston HS
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Da’Venche J. Burks
Seattle, WA
Northwest School
“Adventuresome.”

LaRoyce Lynette Arnold
Akron, OH
John R. Buchtel HS
In my spare time I like to
do the following things to
keep m e occupied: talk on
the phone, watch television;
eat, sleep and draw; sketch
my own designs.

Misty Michael Ede
Canton, OH
Timken Senior HS
I’m friendly most of the
time and a bookworm the
rest. I enjoy dancing,
singing and music. My
hobbies are drawing, hiking
and swimming.

Miles Sim m ons
Boulder, CO
Fairview HS
I am one of those people
who is always thinking
about the future. That
makes working hard on the
present worth the effort.

David A. Bower
Wooster, OH
W ooster HS
I am a seem ingly quiet
individual who enjoy track,
weightlifting and parties.

Claudia Anderson
Hiram, OH
Western Reserve Academy
I like studio art, m usic and
lacrosse. The simple fact
that I don’t have a twin
makes m e an individual.

Tracy Paul
Garretsville, OH
Jam es A. Garfield HS
In high school I was active
in academ ics and sports.
My three main
extracurricular activities
were cheerleading,
volleybal and basketball.

Lorenzo Edvardo Navarro
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Northfield Mt. Hermon
School
I am an easy going person
who loves hunting, outdoor
life. In my spare time I play
darts and run cross
country. I love to go
swimming with full moon.
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(continued on p. 80)

C a m p u s P h o n e E x t e n s io n s
A NDREW S HALL
Director (Assistant Director
of Residential Life)
First floor
S e c o n d floor
2612,
Third floor

2072
2611
2613
2614

ARMINGTON HALL
Director (Tim Clark)
Section 1
Ground floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor
Section 2
G round floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor
Section 3
G round floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor

2627
2628
2629
2630
2631

BABCOCK
INTERNATIONAL H O U SE
Director (Sarah Speir)
G round floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor m en
S e c o n d floor w om en
Third floor m en
Third floor w om en

2074
2689
2690
2692
2691
2693
2694

BISSM AN HALL
Director (Tom Crissman)
Section 6
G round floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor
Section 7
G round floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor
Third floor

Fourth floor
Section 8
G round floor
First floor
S e c o n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor

2073
2618
2619
2620
2621
2622

2662
2663
2664
2665
2666
2667

BON TRA GER H O U SE

2715

BRYAN H O U SE
Director (Scott McLean)

2203

CALCEI H O U SE

2735

COM PTON HALL
Director (Sylvia Young)
2076
First floor
2672, 2671
S e c o n d floor
2674, 2673
Third floor
2675, 2676

2623
2623
2624
2625
2626

CU L BER TSON H O U SE

2716

D O U G L A SS HALL
Directors (Jim Steigner)
2077
First floor m en
2647
First floor w om en
2646
S e c o n d floor
2649, 2648
Third floor
2650, 2651

2075
2654
2655
2656
2657
2658
2659
2659
2660
2661
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DUNN H O U SE

2747

GABLE H O U SE

2745

HART H O U S E

2718

H OLD EN HALL
Director (Karen Anderson)
Assistant Director
First main
S e c o n d main
Third main
G round new
First new
S e c o n d new
Third new
S e c o n d “L”
Third “L”
Annex first floor
Annex secon d floor

2078
2700
2698
2705
2706
2701
2702
2703
2704
2699
2700
2696
2697

JO H N SO N H O U SE
Director (Yvette Harris)

2714

KATE H O U SE
Director (Max Gilles)

2716

KENARDEN LODGE
Director (Scott McLean)
Assistant Director
Section A
Section B
Section C
Section D
Section E
Section F
Section G
Section H
Section I

2079
2604
2600
2601
2602
2603
2604
2605
2606
2607
2608

KEIFFER H O U SE

2734

LEWIS H O U SE

2744

MERZ HALL

2419

TROYER H O U SE
WAGNER HALL
Director (Kathy Sabol)
G round floor
First floor
S eco n d floor
Third floor
W ESTMINSTER HOU SE
Director (Paul McGinley)
First floor
S eco n d floor
Third floor
W RIGHT H O U SE
Director (Billy Sudduth)

MILLER MANOR
2726, 2725
Director (William DaCunha)
MONYER H O U SE

2717

MYERS H O U SE
Director (Terry Carter)

2732

REED H O U SE

2789

SHEA RER H O U SE

2723

SLATER H O U SE

2719

STEV EN SON HALL
Director (Sue Friedman)
Section 4
G round floor
First floor
S eco n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor
Section 5
G round floor
First floor
S eco n d floor
Third floor
Fourth floor

2087
2634
2635
2636
2637
2638
2639
2640
2641
2642
2643
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2730

2088
2679
2680
2681,2682
2683,2684

2089
2727
2727
2728
2721

LOWRY CENTER
(Front Desk)

2566

SECU RITY

2590

HYGEIA

2319

RESIDENCE HALLS
29. Westminster Cottage
1. Kenarden
30. Miller Manor
2. Andrews
ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
3. Armington
13. Severance Art (Studio)
4. Stevenson
15. Kauke (Languages.
5. Douglass
Sociology, Psychology,
6. Bissman
History, Economics,
7. Compton
Political Science,
8. Kittredge 10. Babcock
English, Philosophy)
9. Wagner 11. Holden
16. Art Museum (Art)
28. Merz
and Alumni Office

18. Taylor (Math, Physics,
Computer Science)
19. Wishart (SpeechfTheatre)
21. Scovel (Geology)
24. Mateer (Biology)
25. Severance (Chemistry)
OTHER FACILITIES
12. Andrews Library
14. Galpin (Administration
Admissions)
17. McGaw Chapel

20.
22.
23.
26.
27.
31.
32.
33.

Freedlander Theatre
Hygeia (Student Health)
Westminster Church House
President’s House
Faculty Offices
Scheide Music Center
Service Building
Armington Physical
Education Center
34. Lowry Student Center
35. Annex

36. Severance Stadium
37. Westinghouse Memorial
Power Plant
38. Golf House-Boles Golf Course
39. Murray Baseball Diamond
40. The Wooster Inn
41. 42. Tennis Courts
43. Dale Soccer Field

S pecial Thanks to...

Student G overn m en t Association
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
WOOSTER, OHIO 44691

SGA
— Make It Part Of Your C ollege Experience —
•

D ev elop leadership and com m unication skills.

•

Work with Faculty, Administrators, Trustees,
and Alumni

• B e co m e a part o f the changing policies and
procedu res o f an educational institution.

Do all this by participating in the
Student Government Association . . .
the benefit will be yours.

. . . for sponsoring this Directory, and to the Admissions
Office, the Deans Office, Office Services, News Services, the
Post Office, Wooster merchants, Jayne Culp, and everyone
else who supplied us with input and assistance along the
way.

Brian and Devi
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WOOSTER LOVE SONG
Alma Mater

by Ralph E. Plumer, '06
In college days, when all is gay
And life but at the start
There comes to each a love supreme
Awakening in the heart;
And when we ask "W hat is this love.
This first love fond and true?"
From many hearts the answer rings,
Tis dear old Wooster U.
To Wooster U;
Our Wooster U.
Out in the world may we prove true
Ever remembering,
never forgetting
Our love for you, dear Wooster U.
Old Wooster and its memories
W ill come to us each day
And life with all its joys and cares
Can never drive these away
The profs and prexy, campus, halls.
Our friendship, staunch and true
A ll center round our first great love,
Our dear old Wooster U.
To Wooster U;
Our Wooster U.
Out in the world may we prove true
Ever remembering,
never forgetting
Our love for you, dear Wooster U.
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Index of Students by Last N am es
Adams, Heather Kathleen
Alam, Humayun Moin
Alston, Tashiek C.
Amaya, Angie
Amtmann, Jennifer
Andersen, Anne Birgitte
Anderson, Julie
Anderson, Kevin
Andorka Jr., Frank H.
Aoki, Takako
Arrojo, Elena
Augustine, Tami
Ault, Kathy
Bacon, Kristin Sue
Bagley, Laura
Banks, Kimberly
Barnett, Dorsey
Barney, Elizabeth
Barton, Andrew
Bartos, Laura
Becker, Aaron
Benchimol, Alex
Benner, John
Benson, Jeff
Benson, Jeremy
Benson, Katherine J.
Berger, David
Berry, Peter
Berry, Tim
Beyer, Gwen
Blakemore, Elizabeth
Bloom, Michael Travis
Blosser, Julie
Boncella, Ann Marie
Bond, Jennifer
Borishansky, Steve
Bosky, Paul
Boulanger, Jacquie
Bradley, Heather
Braunsdorf, Mark Thomas
Bricked, Kimberly Ames
Bricker, Jon
Brillhart, Randy
Brooks, Tammy L.
Brown, Christina
Brown, Katrina
Brown, Tiffany A.
Bryant, Diane
Bryant, Meg
Buckheit, Erich
Bullock, Chris
Burdette, W. Matt
Burrows, Stephanie
Callahan, Larry
Campbell, Jessica
Campbell, Mark
Caniglin, Gregory P.
Cho, Eun-Ah
Christner, Amy
Chur, Kelly
Cleaver, Susan
Clouse, John Matthew
Cody, Scott D.
Conaway, Jennifer L.
Cook, Nancy
Cope, Thomas
Creighton, Amy Lynn
Cressman, Susan M.
Cropp, Kevin
Crummey, Matthew B. McDonald
Dana, Amy
de Courtivron, Lara Michelle
Denson, Kendra A.
Depew, Henry
DeVivo, Kristin
Devore, Gray
Dixon, Scott R.
DoBiesz, Elizabeth
Dorrance, Sara
Doufor, Percy

Douglass, Kim
D’
Addario, Paul
Elfring, Monica
Elmore, Rebecca
English, Christa
Eppley, Heather
Erdman, Katie
Escue, Lisa
Evans, Christy
Evans, Erik
Fairbanks, Marc W.
Farrar, Meg
Farthing, Josh
Featherman, Audrey
Ferguson, Kelley Lynette
Fernando, Yohan
Fernandez, Anthony
Fielitz, Laura Rankin
Fischer, Karen
Fizazi, Miriam K.
Fowler, JoEllen
Frankhouse, Jason
Freeburn, Wendy
Frey, Stefan P.
Fruehling, Byron
Fuller, Elisabeth
Galego, John
Garbadawala, Mustafa
George, David
Gibson, Aric Lee
Gibson, Heather Hollingsworth
Graham, Martha E.
Grandison, Brian Lee
Gregory, Mellie
Guroff, Elizabeth
Hahne, Beth
Hahn, Marcie
Haight, Alex
Haines, Darla
Hall, Jay H.
Hamilton, Nancy A.
Hardacre, Mari
Harrison, Jennifer
Hedayat, Kamy
Heid, Jennifer
Heinman, Todd
Henderson, Jay F.
Heppner, Kathleen
Hess, Andrea
Hickman, Jason
Hicks, Eric
Hillier, Jane Elizabeth
Hill, Lauren
Hirst, Debbie
Hollander, Amy
Holst, Anne Katrine Kehler
Hood, Brian Lewis
Hooley, Jon
Horner, Holly
Horton, Peter B.
Howerton, Tracey L.
Howes, Meghan S.
Huh, Christopher Chan
Ippen, Erich
Jackson, Susanna Mary
Jain, Minakshi
Jameson, Julie
Johnson, Brent
Johnson, Hans
Johnson, Meredith
Johnson, R. Bruce
Jones, David E.
Jones, Nicol A.
Jones, Suzie
Jorgensen, Brian D.
Juengel, Cheryl
Kaminski, Kara M.
Kanney, Jennifer Dianne
Kanzinger, Bill
Kauffman, Craig

Kear, Andy
Kelly, William M.
Khehar, Raveena
Kiley, Doug
Kim, David H.
King, Bryan
Kirkpatrick, Elizabeth
Klyberg, Kevin
Knott Jr., Francis J.
Kobusch, Richard
Koenig, Lora
Koenig, Philip
Kondik, Denice
Kovach, Jim
Krebs, Kimberle
Kribbs, Gretchen
Kuhls, Kristie Michelle
Kulow, Alissa
Laird, Richard John
Lamberger, David
Lane, Connie
Lange, Martha
Lehman, Karin
Lehman, Scott H.
Leonard, Carol
Leshock, Leigh Ann
Lewellen, Anne
Lincoln, Allen
Link, Jannette Michaelle
Loser, Amy Jo
Louis, Susan
Lucal, Mary Elizabeth
Lutt, Andrew
Mabie, Jennifer Lyn
Manyindo, Benjamin A.
Manyindo, Daniel Mwesigwa
Marando, Mark
Marsh, Helene
Martin, Beth
Martin, Eric John
Mason, Rebecca Sue
McCullough, Holly Lynn
McEowen, Bradley J.
McFarland, Colleen
McFarlane, Clarke
McGee, Kathleen
McGoodwin, Whitney
McKoski, David
McMillan, Rachel
McMillen, Scott
McNeely, Lori L.
McPhail, Bryan
Meeker, Margaret
Meurer, Lisa
Miksch, Jon Scott
Miles, Ward Randolph
Miller, Laura
Miller, Terrance Andrew
Moore, Kris
Moran, Elizabeth
Morison, Deb
Morrow, John R.
Mosteller, Catherine E.
Murray, Kara
Narach, Laurie
Naylor, Kane Eric
Nelson, Andrew E.
Neuhaus, Jessamyn
Neyestani, Kevan
Nilsson, Christian B.
Olin, Sara Elizabeth
O’Brien, Geoffrey J.
O’Keefe, Jennifer
O’Rourke, Katherine Ann
Padwe, Elizabeth Anne
Page, Andrew D.
Parekh, Ashesh
Parks, Eric A.
Park, Paul K.
Parsons, John
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Partee, Tammantha M.
Paulsen, Rob
Pepper, Michael
Peshina, Debbie
Pfeffinger, Eric R.
Piekarski, Mary
Piloner, Jennifer
Podgorny, Nicole
Pohoryles, Alan
Powers, Timothy J.
Preslan, Kathy
Preston, Mary Christina
Purvis, Rob
Quarello, Chris
Quigley, Cristy
Quinn, Erin Anne
Quinn, Kathleen
Rachita, Michael
Ram, Nisha S.
Raymond, Jay
Redfearn, Mark D.
Remley, Stephen Ellis
Richmond, Susan
Riebe, Erich
Riedl, Melissa
Riemenschneider, Jay
Riester, Ken
Riggs, Karin
Riley, Dawn Felita
Robertson, Andrew
Roberts, Ben
Roberts, Jessica
Robson, Shane Cameron
Rosenbaum, Daniel
Rothman, Mark Eric
Rowcliffer, Victor
Royse, David Michael
Ruch, Christian
Russell, Tim
Salzmann, Katharine Anne
Sanderson, Katie
Sarkar, Mousumi
Sauer, Michael James
Schroeder, Rob
Schwendener, John
Scott, Elizabeth B.
Seyfried, Erika
Shauf, Jennifer
Shepard, Helen
Sherdil, Khalid
Shigel, Sharon
Shouha, Laura
Shumar, Sara
Sieck, Jennifer J.
Smith, Jessica M.
Smith, Melissa
Soper, Jane Marie
Speelman, Charles A.
Spegele, Jessica
Spicer, Amy M.
Spilburg, Jennifer
Spitzer, Stephen
Spohn, Jeanene Diane
Stefaniuk, Daniel Michael
Stein, Rob
Stephens, Rebecca
Stokes, Lynne
Stoltzfus, Emily
Storhaug, Vincent James
Stout, Sheri
Stroud, Amy
Stuart, Tasha
Sullivan, Emma E.
Sweazy, Andrea
Swinehart, Kara S.
Teemer, Stephanie
Thomas, Thatcher
Thompson, Tammy
Tieman, Madeion
Tift, Kippy

Tompkins, Sarah
Torisky, Mark
Tracy, Diana
Travis, Sean
Trowbridge, Susan
Trummel, Pete
Uehlein, Sara
Ulbrich, Ciona
Vander Kooi, Amy
Vanderkolk, Erik
Vandeworp, Rhonda
Verbrugge, Dorothea Joy
Vereb, Brian
Waid, Todd A.
Wailes, Rachel F.
Walker, Christopher Chase
Walker, Kim
Wallace, Jamie
Walland, Wendy
Walmsley, Melissa
Walther, Peter
Ward, Laura Edwards
Waugh, Kevin
Webster, Jennifer
Weigel, Cassandra
Weinbeck, Steve
Weiss, Jennifer Allen
Weston, Ellen
Wharton, Emily R.
Whiteaker, Julie
White, James Van Benschoten
Wideroe, Brynjar Daviknes
Wilkinson, Nikki
Williams III, Clarence J.
Wilson, Lauren
Wimalasekere, Dilendra Harsha
Wise, Elicia K.
Witmeyer, Matt
Woller, Jeff
Wood, Helen Nicola
Wuchter, Julie
Wynn, David
Yamakawa, Mari
Yeager, Mary
Yont, Lauren M.
York, Stacey
Young, Martha
Zedlitz, Aimee
Ziegler, Christian
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We W elcom e You to W ooster

Sheer Professionals would like
to welcome you to Wooster
and to our studios.

1706 Beall Ave. Wooster
Across From Hospital
Donna Beam-Owner

profes/ionol/
lc idic /'& fften/*
H a ir S tyling Studio
C u t t i « 9 - C o lo r i n g
P erm /-m akeu p
Toe io l/ • m a n ic u r e /

264-4090

REDKEN
A GREAT CUT DESERVES GREAT CARE
WE RECOMMEND REDKEN*
M O N S A T EVENING A P P O IN T M E N T S
A M PLE PARKING

A P P O IN T M E N T S N O T AL SNA VS N E C E S S A R Y

Bring a friend and receive on e haircut for full price
and your friend’
s haircut for only $1.00.
C o lle g e I.D. required.
One block north of College

We have a story to tell. A history of involvement with
you, your parents, and your grandparents before
you. We’re America’s Savings Institutions. 3200
members strong.

“ Federally Insured. Personally Involved.”

m y n e

I!T Savings^
Kin
I OAKi rOM
V ™
1'
AN
D LOAN
COMDAW
PANY

•Wooster
•Millersburg
•Ashland

•Rittman
•Cleveland Road
•Lodi

Your Partners in the American Dream
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W ELCOM E TO
W OOSTER

Econo
Lodge

BOND
SHOE STORE

S pen d a night,
n ot a fortune.-

P o p u la r B ra n d N a m e s
A t P o p u la r P r ic e s

Family Plan •Meeting Rooms
Cable TV • Indoor Pool & Spa
Lounge • Direct D ial Telephone

N IK E - AVIA - Converse

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
A.A.R.P.

144 W est Liberty Street
W ooster, O hio 44691
P hone 264-6214

(216) 264-8883

Toll Free 1-800-446-6900
2137 Linco ln Way East •Wooster, O hio
(US 30 1 mi. E. of Wooster)

TREAT YOURSELF TO QUAILCREST
Herbs •Perennials •Scented Geraniums
Pottery •Kites •Wind Sox •Games
Books •Baskets •Potpourri & Herb Wreaths
Display Gardens in Season
Open Tues. thru Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Monday
Open after Thanksgiving and May
on Sundays 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
2810 Armstrong Road •Wooster, Ohio 44691
216/345-6722 (Burbank Rd. North to Sign.)

^

S

iq

n

£

iU

u

@

t ~

Lunch Menu •Dinner Menu •D e li Carryout or Eat in
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sat.

Hours Open
11:00 a.m.-8:00p.m.
11:00 a.m.-8:30p.m.

2965 Cleveland Road, W ooster •(216) 345-5533
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<su B u m v *

TOP TH IS
The only m y to top the Submy Sandwich or
Salad is with cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives,
pickles, peppers or onions. And there s never a
charge for Submy toppings.

You can't top a Submy Sandwich or Salad for
value and freshness. Butyou can pile it high with
your favorite toppings!
Submy toppings are free.

ONTOPOFEVERYTHINGELSE

SAVE 99c
One coupon per
customer per visit.
Not valid with
other coupons
or discounts

ON ANY FOOT-LONG SUB OR SALAD

iS U B U JR V *
308 B e a ll A ven ue • W o o ste r
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262-SUBS

Expires 10/31/88

THE
L □ AV E S

Q

XZ>
X=>

a n d

Howey House

FISHES

C H R I S T I A N
B □ □ K

S T O R E

B IB L E S •BO O KS •R E C O R D S

Bed and Breakfast

C A RD S •JEW ELRY
PO ST ER S •TA PES

By Reservation

583 East Liberty
Phone (216) 264-4117

340 N O R T H BEVER STREET
W O O S T E R , O H IO 44691
P h o n e (216) 264-8231

WELCOME TO WOOSTER FROM
ALL OF US AT K-D PIZZA
$1°°off any 16" pizza with th is coupon
one coupon per order, specify coupon special when ordering

“Great food at a great price,
a cu stom er o n ce a cu stom er tw ice”
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264-7144
FREE DELIVERY
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STYLING * * SALON

College Student
Hair Cut
& Shampoo

$600
Every Thursday
Perm $2500
135 B ea ll A v e n u e
W ooster

264-5535
•Fireplace D ining Room
with Amish Buggy
•Amish Q u ilt & Craft Shop
•Bakery
•Family Style or Menu
•Banquet Facilities
Our Own Home Style
SALAD BAR

C O M E DINE WITH US

Open Monday thru Thursday 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday until 9 p.m.
Closed Sunday
176 N. MARKET STREET • SHREVE, O H IO
Phone: 567-2212

Martin Jewelers

Plus 1 Pizza is proud to bring our
d elicio us 2 for 1 pizzas to the Wooster
area. We use only the finest and
freshest ingredients in our pizzas and
we w ill deliver them hot to your door in
29 minutes or less, guaranteed. Visit
our new restaurant or order our pizzas
delivered and taste the Plus 1 Pizza
difference.

C raig Forcell / D iane Forcell
1830 C le v e la n d R o a d
W o o s t e r , O h i o 44691
(216) 262-1136

‘
W o m a n (Pregnancy
Services

B u y One,
G et One Free!

FREE PREGNANCY
TEST

262-8888

R e s u lt s W h ile You W a it

Sunday through Thursday . ... 11:00am-12:00am
Friday and Saturday. . . . . . . . . 11:00am-1:00am
Delivery C harge $1.00 (Limited Area)

C o n fid e n tia l Services

Call Us At 264-1999
“You Have
a Friend”
1473

516 Beall Ave.
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S E R V IN G A M E R IC A N & C H IN E S E LU N C H E O N S , D IN N E R S
A N D C A N T O N ES E , M A N D O N E S E , & S ZEC H W A N FA M ILY D IN N E R S
TO TA KE O U T OR D IN E IN

LARGER MENU - BANQUET FACILITIES - LOTS OF PARKING
FOR R E SE R V A T IO N S CALL

2241 B E N D E N DR.

PORTAGE
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MON - THU RS
FRIDAY
SA TU RDA Y
SU N D A Y

11:30- 9:00
1 1:30-10:00
1 1:30-10:00
12:00- 9:00

t b y c r ' s
HOME PANTRY
Restaurant & Bakery
668 West Main St., A pple Creek, OH
Phone: 9698-4182

Coffee Shop
319 North Street, Wooster, OH
Phone: 263-1990

Dining R oom O pen: 7:00am-3:00pm (Mon-Sat)
Bake S h op O pen: 6:00am-5:00pm (Mon-Sat)

Fall/Winter: 6:00am-5:00pm (Mon-Sat)
Spring/Sum m er: 6:00am-5:00pm (Mon-Fri)
6:00am-3:00pm (Sat)
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FAR EAST
AUDIO
W o o s te r ’
s H igh Q uality D e a le r in
Audio, Video, T.V., A u to so u n d

B ring this ad in for a F R E E Cassette Tape
One per customer — Offer expires October 31, 1988

222 W EST LIBERTY STR E E T
W OOSTER, OH IO 44691
(216) 264-2161
76

BROWN JEWELERS
WATCHES ★ DIAMONDS ★ JEWELRY
WALLACE and GORHAM STERLING
Repairing and Engraving • Ear Piercing
115 W. Liberty St. • 262-6781

C m m H ih m
P iz z a

H o m e m a d e

D a ily

W e lc o m in g I n c o m in g S tu d e n ts
Since 1958

J o in U s fo r a N ew D in in g E xperience!
P IZ Z A - D IN N E R S - S P IR IT S
5:00 p.m.— 1:00 a.m. W eekdays
5:00 p.m.— 2 a.m. W eekends
Sunday— C a rry O ut O n ly
5:00 p.m.— 12 a.m.
C lo s e d T uesday

764 Pittsburgh Avenue
Wooster, O H

262-7136
77

HOM ESICK???
Come To

FREEZE FRAME
for all o f those reprints and enlargements of
Mom, Dad, little sister, the cat, the boyfriend,
the dog, the lady next door, the mailman ...

at

503 E. Liberty Street
(at the foot of Beall Avenue)
Wooster

(216) 263-6925
OPEN
Mon-Thurs 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Fri & Sat 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sun (Video only) 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m.

Other services offered:
V ideo tape rentals
Custom Matting & Framing
Portrait/Product Photography
Gallery o f Prints & Original Art
V ideo tape duplication
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OLD CHICAGO
•Chicago Style Deep Dish Pizza
•White Pizza

•Pesto Pizza

•Pizza Specials
•Hot and Cold Sandwiches
•Video Delivery for Freeze Frame
Phone:

For Delivery of
pizza, subs and videos.

Run by C.O.W. Students
79

154 E. Liberty
Downtown Wooster

263-6776
Juniors and misses clothing
(20% off your total purchase with student I.D. and this Ad)

(Late Arrivals continued)

Sandra Babirye Kabuye
Nairobi, Kenya
Kenya HS
Listen to people and music,
walk and admire the beauty
of nature, read read read.
Not goin g the way
everybody else g o e s m akes
m e an individual.

Annie Longsworth
Williamsburg, VA
Middlesex School
I don’t know what m akes
m e an individual but I can
burp the letters of my first
name.

Kimberley Deann Wing
Lexington, KY
Tates C reek HS
I like chug-a-lug contests,
watergun fights, toilet
paper, watching “Batman”
reruns (Holy Hoofbeats!,
Great purple cannibals!!),
“The M onkees", “Real
G hostbusters" and “PeeW ees Playhouse”.

Christopher Chamberlin
(Chris)
Danbury, CT
I am enigm atic— but very
friendly. With friendship
and com passion I fa ce a
paradoxical world. My
hobbies include writing
music, creating, talking,
laughing and free thinking.

Adam M. Brewer
Toledo, OH
Ottawa Hills HS
I believe that the best is
always yet to come.

Arica B. Allen
Yorktown Heights, NY
Yorktown HS
I enjoy aerobics,
instrumental music, and
outdoor sports. I plan to
major in Psychology and
Music. I hope to coun sel
deaf children in the future.
W ooster here I come!!
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We've got the checkinn »
And, nobody gives you
you can enjoy service <-h,
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...and Overdraft Protection, too.
If you ve ever made an error in balancing your
checkbook, you know how embarrassing that can be. But
now, you 11 never be embarrassed again. We can give
you overdraft protection through your First Federal Visa
or MasterCard that will save you from ever overdrawing
your account. And that not only saves you embarrass
ment, but overdraft charges, too.

Want to find out more?
Just stop in at the First Federal office nearest to you...or give us a call. You'll find
that our staff are all trained professionals who look at banking with YOU in mind.
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FIRST FEDERAL
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135 E. Liberty Street, 44691
(216) 264-8001

SAWNGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF WOOSTER

T T C T ir

1812 Cleveland Road. 44691
(216) 264-7812
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ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

I
1855 Beall Avenue
a (College Hills Shopping Center)
I
$
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262-6651
HOURS:
M ON.-FRI. 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
SATURDAY 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
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“O N E H O U R SE R V IC E
TILL 4:00 RM. DAILY”
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